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DEAN'S

LETTER

Dear Law School Graduates and Friends,
THE CONVERGENCE OF SEVERAL FACTORS HAS MADE THIS A DIFFICULT TIME FOR LEGAL EDUCATION,
ALTHOUGH I WOULD NOT GO AS FAR AS SOME LAW SCHOOL DEANS WHO HAVE TERMED THE CURRENT
SITUATION A

CRISIS,

IT IS TRUE THAT LAW SCHOOLS FACE EVER MORE 'cHALLENGES,

FIRST, THE

CONCERN OF THE PRACTICING BAR OVER

THE "GLUT" OF LAWYERS SEEMS TO HAVE

BEEN HEARD, AT LEAST BY PROSPECTIVE

LAW SCHOOL APPLICANTS, IN THE LAST

THREE YEARS LAW SCHOOL APPLICATIONS

NATIONWIDE

ARE

EVER-

CHANGING LANDSCAPE IN THE DEMAND

FOR LEGAL EDUCATION, CONTRIBUTING TO

THIS DOWNTURN IS THE VERY DIFFICULT

THUS

IN A

VALLEY IN THE

ARE

DOWN

BY

28o/o,

WE

JOB MARKET, WHICH HAS NOW BEEN WITH US FOR FIVE FULL YEARS, CERTAINLY, PROSPECTIVE LAW
SCHOOL APPLICANTS CONSIDERING MID-CAREER CHANGES TO LAW MUST BE AWARE OF THAT MARKET.
IN

ADDITION,

IT APPEARS THAT THE

NEGATIVE PUBLICITY THAT SO INUNDATES OUR

taking its toll. The American Council on Education reports an all-time
low (in the 20 or so years the ACE has been conducting the survey) for
law as the primary career objective of college freshmen. LA Law reruns
simply are not carrying the day.
Law students who do graduate face substantial challenges in
obtaining employment, often in keeping employment because of the
volatility of the legal profession, and all too frequently, in paying back
the large indebtedness most have accrued while in law school. Default
rates for law graduates are at an all-time high, and private law school
loan providers are threatening to exclude from access to loans students
at some law schools where the graduates have default rates over 15%.
So we have too many lawyers, too few jobs, and too much debt.
We see the possibility that for the first time since the Great Depression
some law schools may have to close their doors, a stark contrast to the
proliferation oflaw schools of the last 25 years.
Well, what is your law school, SMU, doing about these tough
times? First, we are attempting to downsize our entering class.
Second, in agreement with the central university administration,
we are providing $500,000 more scholarship aid from law school
generated funds for this year's entering class. We do this to attempt
to ease the debt burden on as many students as we can, with the
knowledge that this need is an escalating one. In addition, we are
attempting to keep tuition increases as small as possible. The expenses
of running any major university and law school rise inexorably, but
this University and law school are engaged in significant cost cutting
strategies. Tuition at the law school this past year went up 4.5% and
in the previous year only 2%. We are committed to keeping future
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PROFESSION

IS

tuition increases under 5%. Yet while we must cut costs and keep
tuition increases down, we still must provide the salary and research
support necessary to attract and keep our distinguished faculty.
Although legal education faces many challenges, we believe we
are well positioned to meet those challenges. Most critically, our longstanding dialogue with the University about the allocation oflaw school
tuition resources bore substantial fruit last year, thanks to the receptivity
of new President R . Gerald Turner and Interim Provost William
Babcock. As a result, the difference between the law school's tuition
revenue and its expense budget was reduced by $1.8 million dollars for
the 1996-97 academic year. A further reduction of $500,000 for each of
the succeeding two years is promised, which should in return reduce our
indirect charges (or overhead) to less than 25% in the next two years.
University budgets are zero sum games; thus, this reallocation of
resources necessitates that other schools within the University face
significant cuts. The new administration, however, recognized the
inequity of the old budget and the fact that the law school is indeed
one of the jewels in the crown of SMU.
In this time of retrenchment in legal education, these budget
adjustments are essential to enable us to continue to compete for the
highest quality students, to reduce debt loads, to downsize the entering
class size, and to achieve the goals articulated by our five-year strategic
plan. That plan, which the law faculty developed in consultation with
the Executive Board, will, like any good strategic plan, be revised to
reflect the changes we see in the legal landscape. It embodies our
collective wisdom about how to achieve the next level of excellence
for the School of Law. These significant budget adjustments and the
upcoming Capital Campaign, which builds directly from the strategic
plan, should indeed allow us to achieve our goals.

D EA N' S

The plan seeks to take advantage of our historical strengths and to
identify new opportunities for excellence. Thus we want to build on
our tradition of clinical legal education, skills training, including trial
advocacy, ADR, and the like, and the strength of our core curriculum.
A principal goal is the incorporation of new technology, not only for the
Underwood Law Library, but to support the ever-more sophisticated
legal research needs of the faculty and the students, and to support
innovative new teaching techniques. This summer, thanks to a bequest
from the estate of James L. Walsh,Jr., '33, we are renovating the
Library North classroom to provide the law school with a large,
technologically state-of-the-art teaching area. Professors Jane Winn,
Gail Daly, Henry Lischer, and Victoria Palacios are all involved in
funded projects to enhance teaching through the use of technology.
Another of our initiatives is to build on our wonderful heritage
of training international lawyers, without detracting from the primacy
of our J.D. educational mission. As you know, we have trained foreign
lawyers in the American legal system and international and comparative
law since the early 1950s and are a pioneer in doing so. We have a
faculty with strong international interests and expertise and a rich
international curriculum.
In recent years, I have been fortunate, through the generous support
of the Dorothy Alene Lee Trust in memory of Richard R. Lee, Jr., to
travel to Asia and to South America to meet with our graduates in those
regions. I have found that they are leaders in the judiciary, government,
legal profession, and business in their countries and that they hold
SMU School of Law in extremely high regard. I believe that "reconnecting" with our foreign graduates will pay many dividends for the law
school. Already, we have seen an increase in applications from abroad
for our LL.M. (Comparative and International Law) program; we have
American JD. students studying abroad; we have more SMU law
faculty invited to lecture and teach abroad; and we have increased our
number of distinguished foreign visitors to the law school each year.
Our Center for Pacific Rim Legal Studies will begin this year to host
an annual academic conference on legal developments in Asia. We
are also quite close to reinstituting the Law Institute of the Americas,
which will focus on the NAFTA and other legal developments in
Latin America.
I am most proud of the public service commitment of the law
school. Through our legal clinics, the law school community has long
exhibited its commitment to the legal representation of the underprivileged. That commitment is now substantially bolstered by our public

L ET T ER

succeeding classes to shoot for. Of those graduating, three students
had more than 200 hours of public service to their credit and another
well over 100 hours.
A major goal of our strategic plan is to strengthen the faculty by key
mid- and senior-level lateral hires. We are succeeding there as well. This
coming academic year we have three very distinguished visitors at the
law school: Distinguished Visiting Professor Frances Beytagh from the
Ohio State University College of Law; Distinguished Visiting Professor
William F. Young, from the Columbia University School of Law; and
Visiting Atwell Professor of Constitutional Law Richard Delgado from
the University of Colorado School of Law. The law school's ability to
attract faculty of this caliber is vital to the health of the school.
While it is tempting in a message such as this to focus only on the
achievements of the past year, we cannot ignore the current realities of
law practice. Indeed, the future belongs to those law schools that adjust
to those realities and prepare their graduates to practice law in a world
vastly different from that of even ten years ago. We read in the newspapers of the widening gulf in this nation between the very rich and
the very poor, and that the children of the so-called middle class can
no longer assume that they will lead financially better lives than their
parents. Of particular concern to our profession is that this demographic reallocation of wealth increases the number of people who
cannot afford the legal advice they need. Nationwide, professionals in
all fields, including the law, experience job insecurity. Further, with the
globalizat[on of our economy, the very law that our graduates practice
is changing. Lawyers who may not think of themselves as "internationalists" increasingly find themselves wrestling with legal problems that
cross national boundaries. I truly believe, however, that SMU School
of Law is up to the challenge of preparing its students for this changing
era and that the financial, pedagogical, and public service initiatives I
have outlined above will take us confidently into the future.
Sincerely yours,

C. Paul Rogers III
Dean

service program, which requires each SMU law student to engage in
30 hours of public service work as a nongraded graduation requirement. The Class of 1996 was the first class to graduate under that
requirement, and I am pleased to report that the class collectively
recorded more than 8,000 public service hours, a substantial target for
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THE LOSS OF
INNOCENCE ••
LAW FIRM DISQUALIFICATION
IN THE COURTS
BY

KENNETH

L.

PENEGAR

Of the many side shows in the very complex theater
rfcontemporary American litigation perhaps the most

"PEOPLE

MAKE

HISTORY-BUT

THEIR

ONLY

OWN

remarkable is the frequent initiative by one side or

UNDER

the other, sometimes both, to have a court disallow
continuance in the litigation rf the lawyer or law-

DEFINITE CIRCUMSTANCES AND

yers for the opposing side. These initiatives are side
CONDITIONS! WE ACT THROUGH

A WORLD OF RULES WHICH OUR

ACTION CREATES, BREAKS AND

shows because they do not address the merits or substance rf the litigation. Yet a request that judicial
power interrupt the litigation for substantial periods rf time while nonmaterial issues are tried can

RENEWS-WE ARE CREATURES

and often does have serious ejficts. Not the least rf
OF

RULES,

OUR

THE

RULES

CREATIONS!

WE

ARE

MAKE

these is the needfor one or more clients to retain new
counsel. These initiatives are remarkable in several
ways. First, they are cast in a form that does not

OUR OWN WORLD-THE WORLD

even purport to advance the underlying litigation,
CONFRONTS

us

AS

AN

such as through production rfrelevant but otherwise

IMPLACABLE AND AUTONOMOUS

unavailable evidence on the issues in the principal
matter. Rather they seek to enforce an asserted pro-

SYSTEM

OF

SOCIAL

FACTS."

fessional obligation rf the adversary's counsel, even
PHILIP

ABRAMS,

SOCIOLOGY

HISTORICAL

XIV

( 1 982)

when a violation may not have occurred Indeed, it
need

not

be

shown

S M U

that

a

5 °C H O O L

violation

O F

L A W

■

will ever occur; only that it could.

doctrinal development of the conflict of interest

Additionally, the initiative seeks not merely to

topic in the courts of appeals and the Supreme

remove the very lawyer who is actively trying the

Court, it is not clear that the incidence of filing of

cause for the other side, but also any and all

the motions has been retarded at all. Rather these

partners and associates in that lawyer's firm or

decisions may simply have decentralized or frag-

organization, many if not most of whom have had

mented the development of the law of conflicts more

nothing whatever to do with the matter. The

broadly than it might otherwise have been.

initiator need neither allege nor prove an active

What appears to have emerged is a chronic

conspiracy on the opposing side to undermine or

sense of frustration within the bar and the courts.

exploit the relationship that once existed between

On the one hand the tendency of lawyers to ini-

one of these lawyers and the person or entity mak-

tiate motions to disqualify continues unabated. On

ing the request for disqualification. The motion may

the other hand, while everyone decries the frequent

proceed on the mere assumption that all lawyers in

WHY

DOES

THE

the firm are already or will become aware of what
is presumed to be known by any one of them.

the various ways by which the doctrine supporting,
PHENOMENON

Other less obvious features of this saga are no
less remarkable. One relates to the relatively short

APPEAR

SO

illustrative. Another very current example centers
on the idea of screens or "Chinese walls" to limit

FACE OF NEARLY

doctrine.

the reach of the logic of central parts of the

tiatives are founded are not new, the use of them in
this way prior to the 1970s was relatively infrequent,

It is arresting to note that while the doctrine
UNIVERSAL

if not novel and isolated. And since that time, for
the last twenty years or so, the resort to disqualify

reflects frustration, it does not signify any collective
willingness to alter the state of affairs radically, or a

CONDEMNATION

willingness even to reexamine the stated first prin-

AND

sense of fatalism is itself remarkable. What is it that

law firms has become so frequent, perhaps on the
order of two out of every three law suits (less often

federal decisions limiting appeals in this area are

HEAL THY IN THE

temporary court practice in the United States. Thus,
while the ideas or principles upon which these ini-

explaining, and controlling disqualification unfolds
begin to reflect the accumulated frustration. The

interval of time during which the phenomenon of
these initiatives has become a central feature of con-

abuse, no one expects it to go away. Meanwhile,

ciples themselves for the motions to disqualify. This
CHAGRIN?

in criminal prosecutions), and the doctrinal devel-

defies our comprehension or our will? Why does

opment associated with the phenomenon so com-

the phenomenon appear so healthy in the face of

plex, that the whole subject of professional

nearly universal condemnation and chagrin? Who

responsibility or legal ethics has become dominated

is being positively served by so much activity to

by the topic of conflicts of interest.

complicate and delay the course of litigation? Is

One indication of how significant the phenom-

there a net gain to the image of the profession for

enon had become by the late 1970s, at least in the

bravely trying to save the confidences of clients (the

federal court system, may be seen in the decisions

most prominent underlying rationale or ideal for

of the Supreme Court to deny immediate or inter-

some of the more far-reaching aspects of the

locutory appeals from, at first, denials and, four years

doctrine) in the face of misguided or underhanded

later, grants of motions to disqualify counsel. The

efforts of unscrupulous advocates to tear away the

animating purpose behind these decisions, it seems

carefully crafted protections of the profession over

fair to conclude, was to discourage the resort to these

the past centuries? How much do clients and

motions on the many occasions in which courts had

potential clients actually know of this phenomenon?

begun to suspect they were made to achieve tactical

What role or roles do more sophisticated clients

advantage in the pending litigation and not for the

serve in the process?

loftier professional responsibility concerns asserted.

It does not take an overly cynical observer to

Yet while an obvious result has been to slow the

point out that every advocate at one time or
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another could well use a means of delaying the

The next identifiable stage is begun when courts

proceeding. Accordingly, the answer to one

and advocates confess to a certain confusion of aim

question is obvious: it is in the practical interest of

and start to identify not one but several policies

the trial bar to maintain this state of things. It is

thought to be in tension with the historic ideals

akin to saying that the prospect of being sued is

that were the solitary focus of the earliest stage.

not too great a price to pay for the opportunity to

This period is one of reformulating the ideals and

sue others on behalf of other clients! In either case

restating the problem. In this period too many

the profession is the winner. Is that how it is with

objectives, policies, or ideas are present for any

this business of motions to disqualify? Endemic?

simple rule to suffice. Rules multiply or subdivide;

Natural? Necessary?

exceptions grow and ar:e given more legitimacy.
Arguments harden around competing ideals,
policies, or principles.

THE EVOLUTION OF A LEGAL DOCTRINE

SERIOUS

What follows the period of reformulation is not
clear. There is, however, a solid suggestion of a

Briefly what we see in the evolution of the idea

QUESTIONS

OF

that courts may, and indeed on occasion are seemingly mandated to, exclude an entire law firm from

paid to the earlier ideals together with a willingness
LEGITIMACY

client representation in a particular civil proceeding or criminal prosecution are several periods of

GOING

TO

CORE

OF

have been part of the experience necessarily condition the discourse. In the crucible of the experience

AND CONFIDENCE•

Eventually, a stage is reached in which the extent to which the ideals are implemented is thought

interaction of lawyers with the courts. The ideas,
concepts, doctrines-the language-of those who

CLIENT LOYALTY

the ideals by affecting litigation directly and
dramatically.

The very manner in which courts comprehend
and discuss the problem is the outcome of the

ABOUT IDEALS OF

a virtue of the practitioner, to successive periods
of more positive even aggressive, application of

loyalty and confidence-keeping and the complementary role of self-interest and rationalization.

SINCERITY

cern moves, characteristically, from ideals passively
or abstractly identified, somewhat in the nature of

serious questions of legitimacy arise going to the
core of professional sincerity about ideals of client

PROFESSIONAL

stages (the latter term suggesting something other
than mere temporal sequence) the focus of con-

caution is plain, lest a certain enfeeblement turn into
total paralysis of the litigation system. From another,

THE

violability of client confidences and the requirement
of undivided loyalty. Through these periods or

to construct arbitrary limits on the logical reach of
the ideals. From one perspective the need for this

ARISE

varied responsiveness to one or both of two historic ideals of the legal profession, namely, the in-

certain formalism by which at least lip service is

of making, responding to, and adjudicating claims
about lawyers in litigation (with special reference to

KEEPING.

a presumed ideal state or form of relationship with

to be so onerous to the process and so frequently

clients and that most troublesome of all entities, "the

invoked as to raise questions about the neutrality

former client") the legal profession has produced a

of the ideal, and sometimes so remote in demon-

conceptual vocabulary that may no longer carry the

strable connection with any substantive issues in

weight assigned to it. Perhaps the same is true of

the underlying litigation that courts begin to pull

other subjects within the corpus of modern law. In

back in reaction. Reaction takes different forms,

substantive areas of law generally there is always an

but primarily the devices so employed look to trim

identifiable spectrum of the public involved, another

parts of the growth achieved in a preceding stage

set of users of the law who are vitally interested in

of logical extension. For instance, the courts may

content and development-clients, legislatures,

question certain theretofore untested assumptions

industries, creditors, debtors, taxpayers, consumers,

about shared confidences among all members and

shareholders, citizens, majorities, classes, interest

associates of a particular firm.

groups, and the like. With the world of disqualifi-
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cation, however, only lawyers and judges contrib-

era of the "litigator" (or more precisely pre-trial

ute to the dialogue. It is a closed conversation, and

specialist) emerges with the "reform" of the rules of

it apparently has achieved a robust life of its own.

evidence, notably with the advent of discovery, and
coincides with those conceptual stages identified
with expansion and reaction.
Reinforcing this newly ascendent understand-

THE RESPONSE OF THE BAR

ing of role and status within the bar, perhaps
Concomitant with the evolving legal develop-

driving it at times and following it at other times,

ments outlined in the preceding pages is a parallel

is a popular consci~usness within American society

professional movement: the rise and maturity of the

at large about the adversariness of lawyers, particu-

very sense of self-awareness in lawyers we now take

larly litigators. Drawing from raw material about

for granted, but which in the late nineteenth and

law firms long shielded from public view by the

early twentieth centuries was not nearly as promi-

FOR

BETTER

OR

nent. A clue to this development can be found in
the shape and tone of legal doctrine itself. Confir-

new genre of legal reporting-ranging from legal
WORSE, THIS TYPE

OF

JOURNALISM

to structure institutional identities for themselves
sharply differentiated from the courts. The sustained

TO BOTH LAY AND

diffused to respond to piecemeal reform and so
entrenched as to resist fresh insight as to purpose,

EXPECTATIONS

effect, or justification.
While the "realism" of both popular and

disqualification doctrine.
Relevant to this theme are the late nineteenth

concepts with which the practice is conducted. The
result is a complexity of conceptualization too

PROFESSIONAL

current dilemmas over the function, justifications,
and scope of conflict of interest and law firm

practice. And these expectations in turn condition
the ways in which lawyers and judges view the

tended to give it a flavor and life of its own. And in
these creations may be found many of the seeds of

this type of journalism has contributed substantially
to both lay and professional expectations about

SUBSTANTIALLY

concededly influenced by common law doctrine
itself, but cast and maintained in ways that have

TV staples as Perry Mason and L.A. Law-emerged
beginning in the late 1970s. For better or worse,

HAS CONTRIBUTED

effort to achieve institutional differentiation
produced in its wake a literature parallel to and

newspapers such as the National Law journal and
its racier competitor The American Lawyer to such

mation, however, of the theme can be found
independently, in the efforts of groups of lawyers

anti-advertising regulations of professional codes, a

ABOUT PRACTICE,

professional literature of our age may be a great

century creation of bar associations, the related

advance for art, it has left the emperor with only

establishment of canons or codes of conduct, and

fragments of clothing of any dignity. Perry Mason

changes in the conditions of lawyer work. In the

was pretty dull stuff, comparatively, but it was able

latter connection special prominence attaches to

by its abstract portrayal of roles to maintain by

demographic characteristics of the bar in the last

implication the prospect of an ideal of legal profes-

third of the twentieth century. Chief among these

sionalism apart from the fictional stories. In the

characteristics is the accelerated growth in the size

climate of the 1980s and 90s lay and professional

of larger law firms together with the ways in which

consciousness have run together. Lawyers along with

this growth has been accomplished, notably by

TV watchers, moviegoers, and newspaper readers

"lateral hiring" of experienced attorneys as much or

increasingly take their imagery from common

more than through addition of new law school

sources.

graduates. Finally, a major contribution to relevant

Now this homogeneity may not be altogether

social context for these intellectual developments is

a bad thing. For those who have long complained

located in the very way in which that segment of

that "the law" and "lawyers" mystified itself and

the bar especially identified with litigation comes

themselves to the detriment of the public under-

to understand and define (and defend) its roles. The

standing and good, such a fusion of lay and profes-
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sional consciousness could mark the renewal of popular impa-

by their own past neglect of discipline while stating and restat-

tience for reform in lawyers' practice and self-service. Yet that

ing stringent formal standards for their members. The irony is

issue veers from the purpose of this essay: to construct a plau-

complete. And so also is the sense of intellectual gridlock.

sible account of how the conceptual complexity of conflicts and

What emerges is a pattern of various ways of expressing

law firm disqualification doctrine may draw meaning from and

frustration. Conceptually the impact is to produce a new kind

in turn lend heightened significance to parallel but otherwise

of formalism in the law. One of these expressions is certainly

apparently unrelated social phenomena.

the screen or "Chinese wall" to which resort is made increas-

The consciousness of contemporary lawyers, especially those

ingly by the courts. Indeed the screen may be taken as the

involved in litigation, has been strongly impacted by stories of

ultimate symbol of this conceptual-institutional standoff. Be-

lawyers who serve their clients effectively by using tactics and

hind it we may cover our eyes. Without it we may have really

adopting stances that many, within and beyond the profession,

to do something.

find ruthless and devious. Certainly those images are not the

At the same time if we discard the screen and opt for vigi-

figment of sinister fairy tales. Nevertheless, what may at one

lance and doing our duty, we can wield awesome power over

time have been unusual or exceptional can make extraordinar-

lawyers and their clients. And that is not all bad. Doing that

ily good theater. And what makes good theater can remake,

"duty," however, entails considerable costs in time and judicial

under the right conditions, consequent reality. What seems es-

energy. In this way litigation in America promises to remain

pecially acute about the 1980s and 90s is that many more of us

complex, protracted, and expensive. Whether a wider resort to

apparently are coming to believe that the ruthlessness and de-

and acceptance of the screening device will seriously challenge

viousness are more widespread than ever before. In such a state,

the disqualification part of motions practice remains to be seen.

the standard of practice may indeed deteriorate out of a fear of

There are of course costs associated with that possible eventu-

being duped or overcome by "the other side," outgunned by

ality, too, including a further masking from ourselves of the

another, more ruthless competitor.

underlying reality that professional roles are themselves pri-

Under such conditions ofleast common denominator ethics, a resort to motions for disqualification of opposing counsel

mary in creating and maintaining the complexity along with
the associated delay and expense.

and his or her entire firm seem pretty tame, among the less
obviously acrimonious tactics of the current litigation scene.
Perhaps so, but they are a challenge nonetheless in the sense
that they can be so devastating a blow in the midst oflitigation

Professor

of Law

Kenneth L. Penegar received his A.B. and

ofNorth

or at least serve to retard the litigation, increase its expense,

JD. degrees from the University

and generate additional uncertainties. Equally important, the

from Yale University. Early in his career he was in private practice

rationale for them continues to elude a fully satisfactory

in Washington, D. C., and taught at the University ofNorth Caro-

account.

lina School of Law. From 1971 to 1986 he was dean and professor

of law at the

University

of Tennessee.

Carolina and his LL.M.

He came to SMU School of

Law in 1986 as dean and held that office for two years before

After all, the law of disqualification in the courts is well estab-

of the
Lawyer's Committee for Civil Rights Under Law and a member of
the national panel of arbitrators of the American Arbitration Association. He is a former president of the Dallas Mediation Service
and consults with lawyers and law firms on issues ofprofessional

lished there and judges cannot on their own merely "send the

ethics. His scholarly interests emcompass jurisprudence, criminal law,

problem back where it belongs"-even if they want to, which

foreign relations law, and the legal profession.

THE CHINESE WALL

No one now knows how to "return" professional code enforcement (so far as it relates to conflicts of interest) to the bar.

some clearly do not. Equally clearly many members of the bar

returning to full-time teaching. Professor Penegar is a trustee

This essay is drawn from a much longer article by the author:

would like to see some easing of the burdens of disqualification

"The Loss ofInnocence: A BriefHistory

in the courts, but are by themselves also powerless to reverse

tion in the Courts," 8 Georgetown journal

things. Professional associations, for their part, appear estopped

(1995).
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ELECTRONIC
TECHNOLOGY
ENTERS THE
CLASSROOM
BY

JANE

KAUFMAN

WINN

AND

VICTORIA

PALACIOS

THE FALL 1996 SEMESTER WILL PROVIDE SMU LAW STUDENTS THE OPPORTUNITY TO TAKE COURSES
WITHIN THE LAW SCHOOL CURRICULUM THAT USE ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY AS A MAJOR TEACHING
TOOL. PROFESSORS JANE KAUFMAN WINN AND GAIL M. DALY ARE OFFERING A
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY AND THE LAW;

PROFESSOR

CO-AUTHOR

HAVE

JAMES

LENSCHAU

(2L)

STUDENTS

FUNDING

CULPEPER

FROM

THE

CHARLES

E.

SCHOOL OF LAW'S DON SMART FACULTY

VICTORIA

PREPARED

SUPPLEMENT FOR USE BY FIRST-YEAR
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HER
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TORTS

FOUNDATION

EXCELLENCE
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THE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF THESE COURSES. THE FOLLOWING REPORT OUTLINES THE ELEC·
TRONIC TEACHING TOOLS THESE FACULTY MEMBERS HAVE EITHER ADOPTED OR DEVELOPED AND THE
REASONS

THEY

REGARD

THEM

AS

POSITIVE

ADVANCES

IN

THE

TEACHING

OF

LAW.

DALY-LastspringWinnand

them. Winn has taught commercial and comparative law; Daly has

Daly found themselves, notfar the first time, discussing the new elec-

taught copyright. While they planned to draw on their knowledge in

tronic case book seftware that LEXIS-NEXIS and WESTLA W have

these fields to include the legal aspects

been promoting at the law school They agreed that the law school

intellectual property rights in digital media, a course on "information

needed an entry-level course covering all the new developments in

technology and the law" would clearly cover much fresh ground. More-

information technology and the law in a way that would be fan and

over, even though they had sat through several demonstrations

readily comprehensible to the average law student. They also agreed

new electronic casebook software, neither had yet learned to use it.

PROFESSORS WINN AND

that it was time to stop talking, to combine the two ideas into one, and
to design a new course.
They felt, as they said,

of on-line

commerce and

of the

The law school traditionally has had a strong curriculum in such
areas as intellectual property, law and technology, and mass media

'a healthy amount of trepidation" about

offering such a course since it would be a new departure far both

of

and the law. Professor Lackland H Bloom, Jr., teaches copyright law
and the regulation

of electronic media; Professor Thomas Wm.
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teaches courses on law and medicine

Daly. "We believed that since a course on computers and the law

related to health care and bioethics;

should attract students who were at least not paralyzed by fear of

Professor Daniel W. Shuman teaches

computers, we could require the students to learn the new

a law and social science seminar, a

electronic casebook software and still get the minimum enroll-

psychiatric and psychological evidence

ment necessary to offer the class."

seminar, and a law and mental health

THE &:AW SCHOOL'S

assigning electronic course materials," continued Winn and Daly,

policy seminar; and the late Professor
Howard

J. Taubenfcld taught a semi-

"we could be pretty confident that almost all students signing up
CURRIGULUM

for the course would have no prior experience with materials in

nar on science, technology, and the law.
In

addition

to

these

this format." As they discussed the course, Winn and Daly

course

offerings by the full-time faculty,

l!INTlls

N8W

HAS

on patent law,

NOT

INGl.il!lll>ED

lrHE

HOT

EW

need to distribute the course materials in traditional photocopied "course pack" format as well as on a floppy disk, and that they

Despite this wide array of courses
m related areas, the law school's

and then learn to use it. To keep things moving during the first
weeks of the semester, Winn and Daly decided that they would

trademark and business torts, and
legal protection of computer software.

realized that the students, if they were to use electronic course
materials, would first have to purchase the necessary software

adjunct faculty teach or have recently
taught courses

"Given that we would be among the first law school faculty

'11OPICS

ARISING

would have to schedule training sessions at the beginning of the
semester for all the students who enrolled in the class.

curriculum until now has not included
the hot new topics arising out of the

The electronic casebook software developed by LEXIS-

exploding use of the Internet such as

NEXIS is marketed under the name Folio Views, and is available

system operator liability for subscriber

in faculty, student, and practicing lawyer versions. The electronic

misconduct or the use of encryption

casebook software developed by WESTLAW is marketed under

and digital signatures in electronic

the name Premise, and is a v,1riation of the software the company

commerce. In addition, some students

OF TlilE INToERNET

uses with its CD- ROM case law collections. Both programs

with an interest in intellectual prop-

combine three basic functions: they perform word processing

erty issues but without a background

functions; they permit linking documents with hypertext links and

in engineering or computer science

the use of telescoping "levels" within a document; and they allow
patent law or legal

the kind of complex logical (Boolean) searching that the LEXIS-

protection of computer software, apparently believing that the

NEXIS and WESTLAW databases permit. By combining these

technical issues raised would be over their heads.

different functions, electronic casebook software permits faculty

have seemed reluctant to take courses

111

Yet the success of two relatively new organizations at the law

and students to organize more information more effectively than

school led both Winn and Daly to believe that a large group of

is possible with traditional print media or with traditional word

students would be interested in a course focusing on information

processing programs. Once students l,carn the software in order to

technology and the law. Two years ago students established the

read case books distributed on floppy disks, they will be able to

Intellectual Property Organization. The group, now with

use the information organization functions to prepare outlines,

approximately 60 active members, arranges for guest lecturers on

organize their class notes, and annotc1te assigned reading materials

all facets of intellectual property and has plans to sponsor an SMU

with their own lecture notes or additional information downloaded

team to compete in the national intellectual property moot court

from the on-line databases. Winn and Daly thus theorized that

competition. In addition, for several years SMU School of Law

"by asking the students to learn the software to participate in this

students have been volunteer editors of the Texas State

one class, we would be offering them a new tool to aid them in

Bar's Computer Section Reporter. The Reporter has recently been

studying in law school, and eventually in practicing law."

upgraded to become the Computer Law Review and Technology

"We also," said Winn and Daly, "wanted to experiment with
using e-mail to add another new clement to the class: on-line

]011rn11!.

"We decided to try to put together a general survey course

discussions between faculty and students, and among students."

on the legal aspects of new information technologies that would

Faculty who have experimented with conferencing software to add

require students to 'do technology' to participate," say Winn and

on-line interaction to courses report that it has the potential to

m
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add a new dimension to the dynamic of the class. Further, it
provides an avenue of participation for students who are not
comfortable participating in live class discussions . SMU's
Information Technology Services (ITS, formerly the Bradfield
Computing Center) will provide an e-mail account and Internet
access to any SMU student without charge. Thus students
enrolled in the class face no financial obstacle by being required
to have an e-mail address and to make a specified minimum

PROFESSOR HENRY J. LISCHER, JR.
OF THE

SMU

LAW

FACULTY,

PROFESSOR

HENRY

J.

LISCHER, JR., HAS THE MOST EXPERIENCE IN THE FIELD
OF ELECTRONIC TEACHING. ALMOST TWO YEARS AGO HE
PARTICIPATED IN AN AALS MINIWORKSHOP ON USES OF
TECHNOLOGY IN RESEARCH AND TEACHING AT WHICH

number of contributions to on-line class discussions over the

HE GAVE A PRESENTATION ON ELECTRONIC CASE BOOKS,

course of the semester.

SHOWING A PROTOTYPE TAX LAW CASEBOOK PREPARED

In their planning, Winn and Daly agreed that an important

WITH FOLIOVIEWS . SIX MONTHS LATER HE ATTENDED A

element of "doing technology" should be "a research project of

CALI

some description requiring the students to browse the World

CONFERENCE

COMPUTING

AND

Wide Web and report on what they found there." Law students

PARTICIPATED IN AN AUTHORS' WORKSHOP. CALI

IS A

can access the World Wide Web through one of the computers

CONSORTIUM OF LAW SCHOOLS WORKING ON ISSUES OF

in Underwood Law Library or at one of the computer labs around

TECHNOLOGY IMPLEMENTATION IN LEGAL EDUCATION. •

the SMU campus using Netscape Navigator, which is available

DURING THE SPRING 1996 SEMESTER, LISCHER, IN HIS

on all computers provided for student use. In addition, any stu-

LL.M.

dent with a home computer with a modem and an e-mail ac-

COMPLEMENTED HIS TEACHING

CONFERENCING

SOFTWARE TO ADD

ON•LINE INrr"ERAiO•

TION TO COURSES

HAS Tl-IE

POTEN•

TO

ADD

A

QjMENSION

FOR

SEMINAR

LAW

ON

LEGAL

SCHOOL

TAXATION

AND

INSTRUCTION)

FISCAL

POLICY,

MATERIALS IN TRADI-

TIONAL PHOTOCOPY FORMAT BY GIVING STUDENTS THE

for $25 from the Clements Hall

OPTION

Campus Computer Corner a pack-

MATERIALS. •

age of Internet access software that

DONALD J. MALOUF, '62, TO DESIGN A WILL AND TRUST

includes communication software to

DOCUMENT ASSEMBLY SYSTEM FOR USE BY TRUSTS AND

check personal e-mail as well as

ESTATES LAWYERS. THE SYSTEM

Netscape Navigator. Once students

"EXPERT"

have purchased the software and

ANSWERED ALL THE QUESTIONS POSED BY THE SYSTEM,

loaded it on their personal comput-

THE

ers, they have unlimited access to the

INTERVENTION OF THE USER.• THE FALL 1996 SEMES-

Internet without any monthly access

TER WILL SEE HIM TESTING,

charges.

COURSE,

OF

AN

ELECTRONIC

VERSION

OF THE

SAME

CURRENTLY LISCHER IS WORKING WITH

SYSTEM

DOCUMENT

SO

IS

THAT,

IS DESIGNED AS AN

AFTER

ASSEMBLED

THE

USER

WITHOUT

IN AN

HAS

FURTHER

LL.M.-LEVEL TAX

'

Having agreed on the conDaly began organizing the syllabus.
In late August, Winn posted a query

NEW

ASSISTED

count opened through ITS can buy

cept of their new course, Winn and
TlAL

(COMPUTER

to Lawprof, a "listserv" for law professors in the United States that as

THE

WEST

CONFERENCING
ON-LINE

EDUCATION

SOFTWARE.

CONFERENCING

NETWORK

TWEN

PACKAGE

(TWENJ

INCLUDES
BASED

ON

AN
THE

LOTUS NOTES NETWORKING SOFTWARE THAT PERMITS
STUDENTS TO COMMUNICATE WITH THEIR

PROFESSOR

AND WITH

EACH OTHER ON COURSE-RELATED ISSUES

THROUGH

E-MAIL.

STUDENTS

MAY

SUBMIT WRITTEN

well has subscribers in just about
TO THE D"t'NAMIC

ASSIGNMENTS TO THE PROFESSOR ON-LINE, WHO MAY

every English-speaking jurisdiction
THEN RETURN THEM TO THE STUDENTS ON-LINE. THE

in the world. Subscribers to Lawprof
OF

THE

CLASS

COURSE SYLLABUS AND OTHER COURSE MATERIALS WILL

receive copies of e-mail messages
posted to the list, which may number twenty or more on a day when a
controversial topic has been raised,
and can post queries and responses

BE

POSTED

ON-LINE

FOR

CONVENIENT ACCESS

AND

REFERENCE. LISCHER ALSO HAS POSTED HIS COURSE
SYLLABUS MATERIALS TO HIS HOME PAGE ON THE WORLD
WIDE WEB.

of their own to the list. Winn's mes-
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sage was that she and a colleague were thinking of offering a

of the course instead of'cyberspace' ,"

course on digital technology and the law. "If anyone is doing

explain Winn and Daly, "we mean

anything similar," she asked, "would you mind sharing it with

to signal that we do not want the

us." As a result of this inquiry, Winn learned within a day of

syllabus

to

be

limited

to

another listserv, Cyberprof, organized for law professors teach-

legal issues arising out of the Inter-

ing courses on the law of cyberspace. After subscribing to

net, but to include legal and policy

Cyberprof, Winn received a suggestion that she check the home

issues raised by the process of digital

page of David Sorkin, a law professor at John Marshall School

convergence."

of Law in Chicago. There she found a syllabus of his course "A

Soon after Winn and Daly had

Law of Cyberspace?" mounted with hot links to web sites

drafted the syllabus, they learned that

including the syllabi of other, similar courses offered around the

the SMU Norwick Center for

country (and, indeed, around the world, for one was an

Media and Instructional Technology

Australian law school course). From Winn's posting of the

(CMIT-the same department

initial query on Lawprof to downloading off the World Wide

whose staff used to check out film

Web the syllabi of seven different courses on similar topics, only

strip projectors), was offering grants

four days had elapsed.

of up to $10,000 to faculty members

After reviewing the materials thus found, Winn and Daly

for projects that would use new

sketched an outline of the course. They decided to include:

instructional technologies. These

intellectual property rights in digital media (preceded by a quick

grants, funded by the Charles E.

overview of intellectual property law for context); the rights and

Culpeper Foundation and adminis-

liabilities oflnternet service providers and other network system

tered by CMIT, looked like a perfect

operators; topical issues such as privacy rights, defamation on

fit for this new course. "In writing

the Internet, and the regulation of cyberporn; electronic com-

our grant proposal," say Winn and

merce issues such as encryption and digital signatures as well as

Daly, "we took great care to explain

the treatment of sales of software and other services covered by

the nature and significance of

the new Uniform Commercial Code draft article 2B; computer

electronic casebook software. In our

crime; and jurisdiction issues.

discussions with colleagues outside

STUDENTS

SEE

WILL

THE LINEAR

DEVELOPMENT

0 F

LAW,

THE

INTERRELATION

0

F

THE

C

A

S

E

IMPACT

CHANGING

S,

OF

FACTS

"We decided," they said, "to stick with the title 'Digital

the law school, we had learned that while adding on-line

Technology and the Law' instead of adopting the more popular

conferencing to traditional classes and using the Internet as a

'Law of Cyberspace' title that most of the subscribers of

research resource were familiar ideas, no similar software

Cyberprof seem to favor." The emphasis on digital technology

packages were yet being ml!rketed to the other divisions of the

was suggested by Nicholas Negroponte's best-selling book

University." Winn and Daly asked for funding to hire student

Being Digital. According to Winn, "Negroponte, the director of

research assistants to help prepare the electronic teaching

the Media Lab at MIT, tries in this book to convey the magni-

materials, as well as money to buy the necessary software for

tude and significance of the changes usually described with the

themselves and their research assistants and upgrades to their

rubric 'digital convergence'." These include the convergence of

computers to run the programs. In addition, as an incentive to

industries once thought of as wholly unrelated, such as telecom-

students interested in the program, they requested funding to

munications, the mass media, computing, finance, and

cover the cost of the necessary student version of the software for

entertainment. Digital convergence also refers to the

each student enrolled in the class.

transformation of traditionally distinct media such as photo-

Digital Technology and the Law was fully subscribed during

graphic images, text, movies, and sound into digital media that

preregistration last spring. The draft syllabus is mounted on

are capable of virtually costless reproduction and transmission.

Winn's home page at http://www.smu.edu/~jwinn/digitech.html.

"The term 'cyberspace' by contrast," Winn continues, "was coined

As a further step, Winn and Daly note: ''.At the same time as the

in 1984 by William Gibson in the science fiction novel

electronic casebook comes together, we are hoping to embellish

Neuromancer to describe the parallel universe that exists with

our home pages with jump links to other interesting and relevant

networked computer systems." "By keeping 'digital' in the title

web sites. If you have any questions or comments regarding this

m
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course, the use of new instructional technology at the law school,

the software enables the author to create tutorials. Each section

or being digital generally, please feel free to send us an e-mail at

of the outline will have a subpart consisting of short hypotheticals.

gdaly@mail.smu.edu or jwinn@mail.smu.edu."

The student can draft an answer and then compare it to the
instructor's answer and explanation revealed in the pop-up. "This

PROFESSOR

PALACIOS -

"The entering first-year law

student faces a challenge unlike any other he or she has faced

practice," Palacios hopes, "will allow the student to approach
finals more confident and relaxed."

before," notes Palacios. "The vocabulary oflaw school is new, for

A jump link takes the student from one point in the infobase

example, res ipsa loquitur, chattel, proximate cause. Even famil-

to another. The most common use is as a cross reference. The

iar words like negligence and damages have new, complex

link appears as colored text that causes the mouse arrow to con-

meanings. The content of the first year curriculum is dizzying as

vert to a hand with a pointing finger. When the student clicks

the student is introduced to an array of rules, the application of

on the word, the jump link takes the student to other parts of the

which may result in different outcomes if even one factor is

outline to preview upcoming related topics, to review related

altered. Most disconcerting perhaps is the Socratic method pre-

topics that have been already covered, to a definition presented

dominant in law school classrooms. Students are expected to

in another part of the outline, or to applicable sections of the

read many appellate opinions from which they must extract rules

Restatement of the Law of Torts, Second.

of law and the policies supporting them and then withstand a

A third link, a query link, allows the student to search for

barrage of questions from the omnipotent professor. Finally,

words or phrases. Students can use this link to broaden their

students are deprived of individual feedback during the semester

understanding of the interrelation of concepts.

and find themselves approaching a three-hour final examination
with little prior opportunity to practice applications of rules."
"For centuries the law student's tools were pen and paper,"
continues Palacios. "Eventually typewriters were introduced.

A program link allows the student to access and launch other
programs from the open file. For the more adventurous who also
have the necessary software, this link allows the user to obtain
auto-cite updates to case law.

Recently, word processors were added to their resources. Today,

The software also provides students with several important

new author software enables the professor to add a new tool to

tools. Students can highlight material just as they would were

the student's arsenal: professor designed, course-specific software."

they reading a textbook. Students may also mark their place in

Palacios and co-author Lenschau are preparing an electronic

the program with a bookmark while they browse through the

supplement for use by first-year students in Palacios's Torts

infobase or uses another application. These aids are unlimited,

section this fall. The supplement will be prepared using

allowing students to customize their files.

Folio Views 3.1 software by LEXIS.

In Palacios's view, "the main purpose of this software is to

"When used in conjunction with the traditional, hard copy

provide students with an alternative learning tool." However, the

case book," says Palacios, "the supplement is designed to bridge

program has several other b~nefits. "The students can explore

gaps that have presented some of the thorniest problems to

the course on their own and they are introduced to new technol-

students in the past." Organized into an outline of torts

ogy." says Palacios. "Perhaps even more importantly, the students

subtopics, the work will provide narrative explanations of con-

will develop, much earlier in the school year, the skills necessary

cepts. The explanation will contain various kinds of hypertext

for success in all subjects, not just torts. Students will see the

links that enable students to access additional information.

linear development of law, the interrelation of cases, the impact

One such link, a pop-up link, is represented as a "sticky
note" icon in the margin of the text. By clicking on the note, the

of changing facts, the recurrence of public policy across subjects,
even the interrelation of the subjects themselves."

student may access supplemental information that further

Entering students assigned to Palacios's Torts class will begin

explains a topic or rule. "This information," Palacios explains,

using the supplement this fall. While they may not realize it,

"may include hypotheticals illustrating the application of a rule

they will be the beneficiaries of almost a year's work to develop

or a segment of a law review article on alternative methods of

the new technology and the logistics for training students and

analysis." The link can be used to present enrichment materials

distributing the infobase. As Palacios comments: "The initial

in the form of contemporary news and journal articles that high-

semester will be a learning experience for the institution as well

light the public policy consequences of a rule.

as the students. Expectations are high that the enterprise will

Because pop-up links can exist within other pop-up links,

yield substantial benefits to students."
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" UNLESS YOU HAVE A RUDIMEN•
TARY

IDEA

OF

WHAT

OTHER

PEOPLE FROM DIFFERENTCOUN•
TRIES ARE TALKING ABOUT, YOU
AREGOINGTOMESSEVER
UP.tt

A . .J.

TH I NG

THOMAS,

.JR.,

SMU LAW FACULTY 1947-1982

THIS REPORT CONT I NUES OUR
INTERNATIONAL FOCUS ON STU •

DENTS AND GRADUATES OF SMU
SCHOOL OF LAW, IN THE SPRING
I 995 ISSUE OF THE QUAD WE
HIGHLIGHTED MEN AND WOMEN
FROM

OTHER COUNTRl~S WHO

WERE AT SMU TO STUDY LAW,

Now

WE TURN OUR ATTENTION

TO THOSE WHO

REVERSE THE

DIRECTION: SMU J.0. GRADUATES
ABR.OAD, 0FTHE APPROXIMATELY

50 WITH CURRENT OR RECENT
EXPERIENCE

OF

LIVING

AND

WORKING OVERSEAS, WE HAVE
SELECTED FIVE REPRESENTATIVES,
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M A R T I N

L.

C A

M P,

notions about the world and the best or correct way to do

' 7 9

things. One also gets a different perception of the role of the
Until a few weeks ago Martin Camp was in Kuwait as

United States."

Jones, Day, Reavis & Pogue's resident partner sponsored by

Once in Kuwait, Camp realized that even with an

the law office of former Kuwaiti Minister of Justice Sheikh

undergraduate degree in government and history he knew

Salman Duaij Al-Sabah. In August he returned to the United

little of the Arab world. "One of the first things I did

States as a partner in Jones Day's Dallas office.

when I arrived," he said, "was to read a book titled The

Camp opened Jones Day's Kuwait correspondent rela-

Crusades from Arab Eyes by the Lebanese writer Amin

tionship in 1993. During his first

Malouf. For the first time, I began

two years of practice there he spent

to understand how difficult and

much of his time submitting to a

complex the problems of Middle

U.N. Compensation Commission in

East peace are and how far back the

Geneva Kuwaiti companies' claims

conflict goes. We in the west need a

against Iraq stemming from the Iraqi

better understanding of the Arab and

invasion of Kuwait. He also handled

Islamic culture."

Jordanian government claims against

To further this understanding,

Iraq before the same commission. In

Camp also learned conversational

addition he represented American

Arabic. "Over half the population of

and foreign firms doing business in

Kuwait are foreigners, from many

Kuwait and acted as a liaison with

countries such as Egypt, Syria,

Kuwaiti companies with business

Jordan, India, Pakistan, the Philip-

and litigation matters in Europe

pines, and more. Each group brings

and the United States. One of his
FOR THE FIRST TIME,

I

a distinctive flavor to the life in
BEGAN

clients was an American company
that

had

purchased

Boeing

Kuwait. Although the majority speak
TO UNDERSTAND HOW

747 aircraft from Kuwait Airlines.
Another was a Kuwaiti telecommunications

company

that

DIFFICULT AND COMPLEX THE

had

constructed satellite earth receiving

PROBLEMS OF MIDDLE EAST

the hospitality of the very wealthy
and the very poor."
In addition to practicing law,

PEACE ARE AND HOW

international operations.
A Hatton W. Sumners Scholar

always a source of delight and
instant acceptance. I have enjoyed

stations in Kuwait to provide
satellite links to companies with

English, to the native Arab speakers my ability to speak Arabic is

Camp enjoys teaching. Now that he
FAR BACK THE CONFLICT GOES.

is resident in Dallas he has accepted

m law school, Camp grew up in

an appointment as a member of

Tyler, Texas. He had not thought

SMU School of Law's adjunct fac-

about working overseas until, as a partner in Jones Day's

ulty to teach land use.

Austin office, he talked with a lawyer returning from a post-

As well, he is an author. In December 1993 he

ing to Jones Day's Tokyo office. When, in 1993, Jones Day

published his first children's book, Why Alligators Don't Have

asked Camp to move to Kuwait, he was ready.
Earlier this year Camp wrote from Kuwait: "The challenge of adapting to a new culture is the most memorable

Wings. On an adult level, he is anticipating publication by
Abingdon Press next February of his book on the search for
excellence and balance in life.

part of living in Kuwait. It is an eye-opening experience.

Camp's wife and three school-aged children were with

Trying to understand the ways other cultures think, process

him in Kuwait. As he sums up their collective experience

information, and communicate requires great effort-and pa-

there he notes a not inconsequential related benefit: "I wish

tience. One has to reject a lot of prejudices and preconceived

all Americans could experience life in another culture. In
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addition to a multicultural circle of friends and new experi-

comparison to devising uniform international rules such as

ences, we have developed a new respect for the freedom and

the Warsaw Convention. But when I finally found a job, I

relative efficiency of the American way of life. So many things

ended up doing trial work with the insurance defense firm of

we used to take for granted we now appreciate."

Touchstone, Bernays, because I thought it was the most logical place to get my feet wet, but also because very few socalled international legal positions existed in Texas in 1984.
"I often say that my exposures to arbitration while work-

THOMAS W.

ing at Touchstone led me to Paris to study international arbi-

WELCH, '84

tration procedure and civil law, but
Thomas Welch has practiced

the real story is more compulsive. I

law in France, Belgium, and

finally got to see Europe for the first

Germany. He recently returned to

time after taking the Texas Bar, and

the United States to open what he

I felt like blinders had been removed

calls an "international boutique" with

from my eyes. My experience in

SMU law graduate John Craig, '85.

Europe was so profound on so many

Welch reports:

levels that I soon felt imprisoned in

"I learned German in high

my downtown Dallas 47th floor of-

school from an iron-fisted, silver-

fice. I began learning French at night

haired woman who was in the Gabor

and seeking a way to return there.

sisters' high school class in Budapest.

"I eventually moved to Paris in

She had escaped from a Russian

1989, took a three-month intensive

prison camp after World War II and

course in French at the Sorbonne,
and found a job as a stagiaire conseil

emigrated to the United States. She
MY EXPERIENCE IN EUROPE

juridique with the international ar-

often described the depravity of what
was then called 'Eastern Europe' and

WAS SO PROFOUND

of S.G. Archibald. I spent almost

made me promise that I would one
day go there and do what I could to

ON SO MANY LEVELS THAT

I SOON FELT IMPRISONED

ing of the words 'democracy' and
'freedom' and like most Americans I

arbitration for the Government of
Egypt arising from the Aswan II

IN MY DOWNTOWN DALLAS

Pqwer Plant project, which also
permitted me to attend hearings at

had never had the opportunity to
travel abroad. The Polish section of

two years there, primarily working
on one, huge ICC construction

help them to be free. At that time I
had little understanding of the mean-

bitration section of the Law Offices

47TH FLOOR OFFICE,

the Hague and work with our client
in Cairo.

Chicago was as close to Europe as I

"Unfortunately for me, however,

had actually come.

"In law school the complexity and logic of jurisdictional

the French Bar passed new rules practically eliminating my

problems captivated me. Professor Brousseau's piercing

more permanent ability to practice there, so I decided to go

criticism of the vague areas of personal jurisdiction led me to

to Archibald's Brussels office and learn some E.C. law. I

Professor Kennedy's esoteric diatribe on the even murkier

worked there during the beginning of the 1991 frenzy, and

areas of federal jurisdiction. I was also fortunate enough to

learned a great deal about CATT antidumping and E.C.

have attended Professor Thomas's last lectures on the ancient

competition law. But when the Berlin Wall fell, I knew what

sovereign rules of conflict oflaws.

I had to do.

"My comment for the journal ofAir Law and Commerce

"After touring Central Europe and meeting many of

actually began my interest in international law, when I

the young East Germans making their way to an uncertain

discovered that American jurisdictional problems paled in

future in the West, I decided to work for a major German
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law firm. I bought a Eurail pass and spent three weeks visit-

MARCIA

F.

EMMONS,

'81

ing every major law firm in Germany that would talk to me. I
sent letters a week in advance and literally "cold called"

Marcia Emmons is the in-house counsel with Sun Oil

partners in Martindale-Hubbell who professed American

Britain Ltd., in Richmond, Surrey, on the western outskirts

experience. After four weeks, I had two offers, and I simply

of London, England. She telephoned to respond to a

took the one with the most money in a city I knew almost

request for information for this report just a few days after

nothing about, Stuttgart, with the firm of Gleiss, Lutz, Hootz

her second child, Alexander, was born.

& Partners. I worked there for two years doing German-

Emmons began working with Sun Company, Inc. in the

American litigation, arbitration, and

United States when she graduated

international transactions, along with

from law school. There the interna-

four other foreign lawyers from the

tional environment of oil and gas

U.S., U.K., Greece, and France."

practice triggered her interest in

Asked why he left Europe,

working abroad. In 1994, she and

where he was so obviously happy,

her husband, Mark, and their first

Welch responded: "I met a New

child, Isabelle, moved to Sun's

Jersey girl in Paris whom I decided

office in Aberdeen, Scotland. A year

to marry. Although she spoke

later

French,

even

company's London office. The only

attempted German before moving

in-house lawyer located outside of

with me to Stuttgart. Alas, without

the company's Philadelphia corpo-

family or friend with whom she

rate headquarters, she finds that her

could get close to, and pregnant, she

practice is extremely varied. The

she

had

never

didn't enjoy it much there. Although

IS THAT MY HORIZONS AND PERSPECTIVE

OF THE WORLD HAVE EXPANDED, BY

learned from her experience first in
Aberdeen and now London that

LIVING AWAY FROM THE UNITED STATES

Scots and English property and
contract law have significant

ONE COMES TO UNDERSTAND NATIONAL

that I could neither stand the
commute, nor the dehumanizing

integral part of the business team.
She reports that she also quickly

Street firm and passed the New York
bar, but after two years concluded

the

Emmons the opportunity to be an

American law.
"I went to work for an old Wall

to

London office is small, which gives

New York, and I thought it was time
to return to the U.S. and relearn

transferred

THE BEST ASPECT OF LIVING ABROAD,

we considered returning to Paris or
Brussels, she had a wonderful job in

she

differences-an occasional concern
in her practice.

AND PERSONAL ROLES DIFFERENTLY,

The best aspect of living abroad,

competition of the American big

Emmons finds, is that her horizons

firm pyramid. I also did not wish to

and perspective of the world have

subject my daughters to the life of lawyer's children

10

expanded. By living away from the United States, she noted,

Manhattan. My wife rejected my transfer to Budapest or

ohe comes to understand national and personal roles differ-

Warsaw, and we therefore compromised and moved to

ently. She and her husband, a freelance landscape designer,

Maryland, where my wife telecommutes to Manhattan

find that their friends are a mix of English, American, and

and I have a small office in D.C. and concentrate on trans-

other nationalities. To their amusement, their daughter speaks

Atlantic disputes and transactions."

with an English accent.

Welch concludes: "A wise man once told me that one is

For Emmons and her husband one of the greatest

never completely happy in one's home country after

benefits of living in Britain is the opportunity to travel

assimilating abroad. I, too, hope one day to have an office in

throughout Europe. A second child will not slow them down,

Europe that I can also call 'home'."

she says hopefully.
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Asked about the inevitable frustration s or surprises

Hobgood-Brown and his wife, Lucy, grew up in Zaire

encountered when living abroad, Emmons notes the high

and both have always been interested in working overseas.

cost ofliving. Amazingly, though, physicians still make house

Indeed, he received his start in international law practice when

calls in the middle of the night for sick children.

he followed his wife to Asia after the first Chinese-

As to advice for aspiring lawyers or members of the bar

American joint venture company hired her in late 1982. In

interested in working abroad, Emmons stresses the need for a

Beijing the law faculty of Beijing University invited him to

broad-based knowledge of civil law and a flexible attitude.

teach U.S. and international corporate and commercial law

Then, drawing on her own experience, she suggests looking at

classes. Soon thereafter he joined Graham & James's office

positions in the legal departments of

in the city. He writes of his current

large corporations with international

position:

interests. Other sources of informa-

"Of the eleven lawyers and eight

tion she recommends are the

support staff in the Beijing office, I

international branches of organiza-

am the only person who is not com-

tions such as the European chapter

pletely bilingual. As we bring new

of the American Corporate Counsel

people into this practice area, it is

Association. As she sums it up: "I

essential they be completely fluent in

find my position very fulfilling

English and Chinese."The firm's law

and exciting. I would definitely

practice is commercial and corporate,

recommend pursuing an opportunity

ranging from direct investments in

to live abroad and practice law."

China, to licensing, distribution, and
financing transactions . It also
has a growing volume of work for
Chinese companies trading and
THE GREATEST CHALLENGES IN LIVING

KEVIN

investing outside China. Hobgood-

HOBGOOD-

BROW N,

'8 0

AND WORKING ABROAD ARE NOT

Brown emphasizes that the practice
of law in the Asian environment is

Kevin Hobgood- Brown is the

PROFESSIONAL, BUT PERSONAL, IF YOU

requires that a person constantly

managing partner of the Beijing,
China, office of Graham & James.

CANNOT OPERATE IN A FOREIGN

CULTURE, YOU HAVE VERY LITTLE

1983-87 in Beijing. From 1987
until 1992 he lived in San Francisco,

draw upon his or her creative and
problem-solving resources. For

His international law practice spans
more than a decade. He spent

always challenging, and its diversity

example, he notes that "after I
opened the Taipei office, one of my

VALUE TO YOUR CLIENTS AND EMPLOYER.

first

transactions

involved

an

traveling frequently to Asia on

equipment lease transaction rn

client projects. Then in 1992 he

which the financing was being

opened the Taipei, Taiwan, office of Graham & James,

provided by a French bank, the equipment owner was a

serving as its managing partner. He returned to Beijing in

Singapore company, the project developer was a German

1994. He has also worked extensively on transactions with

company based in Hong Kong, and the project on which the

Japan. In October of this year Hobgood-Brown will be

equipment would be used was located in Vietnam."

moving to Sydney, Australia, as Graham & J ames's Director

"We tend to work exceptionally long hours," says

for International Business, Asia and North America. He will

Hobgood-Brown, "so free time is in short supply. When it is

be the first international partner posted to one of the firm's

available, Lucy and I explore Beijing and the surrounding

five Australian offices and will be responsible for developing

environment. North China is full of breathtaking scenery and

Australian-based practice groups for the United States, China,

wonderful historical sites, so it is great to hop in the car and

and Taiwan practice areas.

go out exploring. When longer breaks are available, we tend

m
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to travel to other parts of Asia for a bit of rest and relaxation."

"I doubt he'll remember it," she says, "but Professor Bridge

Despite the pressures, Hobgood-Brown reports that he and

gave me the best advice ever right out of law school. I wasn't

his wife have formed "wonderful friendships and working

all that thrilled about the idea of working in a law firm and I

relationships in Beijing and throughout the Asian region, which

didn't particularly want to stay in Dallas. I expected my law

makes living over here very satisfying and rewarding." Coinci-:-

professors to be less than sympathetic to someone who,

dentally, while teaching in Beijing during his first stay he met

frankly, didn't 'love the law.' Professor Bridge was great-he

HE FE 1, J.D.

suggested that I move wherever I wanted and look for a job I

'87, whom he still sees occasionally.

Drawing from his considerable experience of living and

liked-to pursue legal options and jobs outside the field as

working abroad, Hobgood-Brown has

well. So I moved to Chicago and

the following advice for those plan-

took the Bar there.

ning overseas careers: "Develop a

"I don't recall ever making a

fluency in the language of the region

conscious decision to join the foreign

in which you desire to work. While

service. I always thought being a dip-

in school take a broad range of

lomat looked like an interesting job,

corporate and business law courses,

but I had no idea how to go about

but generally try to get exposure to

becoming a diplomat, so I never

as many different areas of law as

pursued it. Shortly after the Bar, I
heard about the Foreign Service

possible.
"Prior to being assigned overseas

exam. Since I'd just taken a big night-

by a law firm or a corporation, plan

mare exam, I was in a test-taking

on getting a minimum of two or three

mode and signed up-then gave it

years of extensive experience and

not a second thought. Just one more

training in the U.S. There is no time
SHORTLY AFTER THE BAR,

I HEARD

to learn how to draft a memo or
review a contract after you are posted

ABOUT THE FOREIGN SERVICE EXAM,

SINCE

l'D

JUST TAKEN A BIG NIGHT•

MARE EXAM,

I

WAS IN A TEST•TAKING

Service folks asking me to take
exam

or

send

more

information, but I never took it
particularly seriously until one day

"Be flexible, learn patience, and
maintain a sense of humor. The

as a political fundraiser. Periodically

another

prepared to be ready to handle just
about anything that comes up.

"In the meanwhile I found work
I'd get letters from the Foreign

abroad, and support services overseas
are always limited, so you must be

longshot job option.

MODE AND SIGNED UP-THEN GAVE IT

months of training, including five

greatest challenges in living and working abroad are not professional, but

they offered me a job. I had ten

NOT A SECOND THOUGHT,

months of Spanish.

personal. If you cannot learn to

"I've now completed half of my

successfully operate in a foreign cul-

two-year tour in Mexico. I feel really

ture, you have very little value to your clients and your

fortunate to be here. It's a tremendously interesting country,

employer. The foregoing three traits are common to most of

both culturally and politically. The people are wonderful and

the successful veteran lawyers I know in the region."

the country couldn't be more beautiful. The job can be frustrating. It is, after all, the federal government, which can be a
hellish bureaucracy-more so when held hostage by politics,
as those of asked to work for free not so long ago found out.

R E N A

B I TT E R ,

'9 1

Also, living in a foreign culture brings with it certain challenges and difficulties. For me though, it is a great opportu-

Rena Bitter is a member of the United States Foreign
Service, currently posted to Mexico City, Mexico.

nity and I am amazed at how lucky I am to be doing what I
am doing."
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Faculty Publications and Activities
AUR EE N N,

ARMOUR, A ssociarcPro-

fossor o.fLaw: "Practice Makes Pcrfc ·t:

Judicial D iscrc1ion :ind the J993 Amendments to Rule 11," 24 Hofstra Law Review 677 (1996).
ALAN R. BROMBERG,

University Distinguished

elected to membership in the Dallas Committee on
Foreign Relations. For the 1996-97 academic year
Hanna will be a visiting scholar at The University of
Tokyo Faculty of Law.
GILBERT A. HOLMES,

Visiting Associate Professor

Professor of Law: "SEC Rule lOb-5 and Its New

of Law: "The Extended Family System in the Black

Statute of Limitations: The Circuits Defy the

Community: A Child-Centered Model for Adop-

Supreme Court," 51 The Business Lawyer 309

tion Policy," 68 Temple Law Review 1649 (1995).

(1996); 1996 Release 1 of Bromberg and Ribstein on

GEORGE A. MARTINEZ,

Partnership (consisting of revised chapters 1 & 2).

Law: "The New Wittgensteinians and the End of

TIMOTHY DAVIS,

Associate Professor of Law:

Associate Professor of

Jurisprudence," 29 Loyola ofLos Angeles Law Review

"African-American Student-Athletes: Marginalizing

545 (1996) . Martinez made a presentation on the

the NCAA Regulatory Structure?" 6 Marquette

same subject to the University of Denver College of

Sports Law journal 199 (1996); "College Athletics:

Law. He also presented a paper on "Mexican-

Testing the Boundaries of Contract and Tort," 29

Americans, Whiteness and the Marginality of Law"

University of California at Davis Law Review-

at the First Annual Latino Critical Theory Confer-

(1996).

ence, sponsored by the Harvard Latino Law Review,
in San Diego, California.
THOMAS WM.

MAYo,AssociateProfessorofLaw:

"Nonfinancial Barriers to Health Care," 32 Houston
Law Review 1187 (1996). Mayo was a panelist on a
National Public Radio Morning Edition show
discussing physician-assisted suicide.
JOSEPH

w.

McKNIGHT,

Larry and Jane Harlan

Distinguished Faculty Fellow and Professor of Law:
DOLKART

GABA

JANE L. DOLKART,

MARTINE%

Associate Professor of Law:

1996 supplement to "Gender Discrimination," in

"Spanish Legitim in the United States-Its Survival
and Decline," 44 The American journal of Comparative Law 75 (1996). McKnight also published the

Representing Plaintiffs in Title VII Actions (Kent

thirtieth in a series of annual surveys ofTexas family

Spriggs ed., 1994). Dolkart has been elected 1996

property law in the SMU Law Review's 1996 Annual

chair of the AALS Section on Gay and Lesbian

Survey ofTexas Law.

Issues and to the board of the Society of American

CHARLES J. MORRIS,

Law Teachers.

"Ombudspersons and the Limits of the General

JEFFREY M. GABA,

Professor of Law: "Tax

Professor Emeritus of Law:

Counsel's Authority under the National Labor

Deduction of Hazardous Waste Cleanup Costs:

Relations Act: An Open Letter to Fred Feinstein,"

Harmonizing Federal Tax and Environmental

47 Labor Law journal 347 (June 1996); "Will There

Policies," 20 Harvard Environmental Law Review 61

Be a New Direction for American Industrial

(1996).

Relations? A Hard Look at the Team Bill, the

CHRISTOPHER H. HANNA,

Associate Professor of

Law: "The Virtual Reality of Eliminating Tax

Sawyer Substitute Bill, and the Employee Involvement Bill," 47 Labor Law journal 89 (Feb. 1996).

Deferral," 12 The .American journal ofTax Policy 449

Morris also presented a paper on "Demystifing the

(1995). Hanna served as the 1996 director of the

Law Following the Electromation, Inc. Decision" at

Academy oflnternational Taxation in Taipei,

a Conference on Unions and Management Working

Taiwan; has been appointed to t0e Tax Structure and

Together, sponsored by The Manufacturing

Simplification Committee of the ABA Section of

Institute, a division of the Institute for International

Taxation; and has been appointed to the board of

Research, in Las Vegas, Nevada.

directors of the Dallas Council on World Affairs and

FREDERICK

c.

Moss,

Associate Professor of Law,

a member of the U.S. National Institute for Trial
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Advocacy, traveled to London with two other
members of NITA to participate in a four-day
program designed to give basic trial skills to English
solicitors, who have only recently gained the right to
appear for clients at all levels of trial and appellate
courts. Each U.S. trainer was paired with an
English barrister as faculty for a group of eight
solicitors .
JOSEPH J, NoRTON,James L. Walsh Jr. Distinguished Faculty Fellow in Financial Institutions and
Professor of Law: Co-editor, Emerging Financial
Markets and the Role ofInternational Financial
Organizations (1996) (and contributor of chapter

17); "'Fair Lending' Requirements: The Intervention of a Governmental Social Agenda into Bank
Supervision and Regulation," 49 Consumer Law
Quarterly Review 17 (1995); "Foreign Issuer
Listings on U.S. Securities Exchanges," 7 Zeitschrift
fur Banksrecht 366 (1995); "The Internationalisation

of Bank Supervisory Standards and Its Impact on
Bank Management Strategies," in Festschrift fur
Professor R.M. Goode (1996); "Regulation of the
Securities Activities of Banks: A Comparison of
U.S. Regulation and Japanese Liberalisation" (coauthor), in Investment Banking: Theory and Practice
(2d ed. 1996); "The Globalization of Financial
Risks and International Supervision of Banks and
Securities Firms: Lessons from the Barings
Debacle" (co-author), 30 The International Lawyer
301 (1996); "Syndicated Financings and Emerging
Market Development: Prospects for Latin America,
2 NAFTA: Law and Business Review ofthe Americas
No. 3 (1996); 1995 Supplements to Banking Law
Manual; Commercial Loan Documentation Guide; and

PROFESSOR MARC STEINBERG (CENTER) AND SMU GRADUATE MARIA ZAMORA MEET WITH THE VICE•
DEAN AND MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF BUENOS AIRES SCHOOL OF LAW,

Related Defenses," 23 Securities Regulation Law
journal 447 (1996); "The Role oflnside Counsel in

the 1990s: A View from Outside," 49 SMU Law
Review 483 (1996); "The United States Enacts the

Private Securities Litigation Reform Act ofl995,"
journal ofBusiness Law 299 (May 1996);1996

Supplements to Securities Regulation: L iabilities and
Remedies; Casebook on Securities Regulation (2d ed.);

and Securities Practice: Federal and State Enforcement
(co-author). In March 1996 Steinberg was in
Argentina as a visiting scholar at the University of
Buenos Aires School of Law and the University of
Belgrano School of Law. While there he spoke to
the Buenos Aires Stock Exchange on "Disclosure
Requirements of the U.S. Capital Markets"; to the
Argentine Securities Exchange Commission on
"Insider Trading"; and to the Buenos Aires Lawyers'
Association and the Bank of Boston on "The

Lender Liability: Law and Litigation.

Evolution of the Capital Markets in an Economic
Crisis."

VICTORIA PALAc1os, Associate Professor of
Law: "Faith in Fantasy: The Supreme Court's
Reliance on Commutation to Ensure Justice in
Death Penalty Cases," 49 Vanderbilt Law Review
311 (1996).
c. PAUL ROGERS 111, Dean and Professor of Law:

ELIZABETH G. THORNBURG, Associate Dean for
Academic Affairs and Associate Professor of Law:
"Metaphors Matter: How Images of Battle, Sports
and Sex Shape the Adversary System," 10 Wisconsin
Women's Lawjournal225 (1995).

"Restraints on Alienation in Antitrust Law: A Past
with No Future," 49 SMU Law Review 497 (1996).
MARC 1. STEINBERG, Rupert and Lillian Radford
Professor of Law: Co-author, Insider Trading
(1996); Understanding Securities Law (student
reference text) (2d ed. 1996); "Securities Litigation

Associate Professor of
Law, presented a paper on "The Role of the ROC
Legal Profession in Taiwan's Democratization'' at a
workshop on Law in Taiwan organized by the East
Asian Studies Center at Washington University.
JANE KAUFMAN WINN,

Developments: The Bespeaks Caution Doctrine and
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Faculty Publications and Activities {continued)
the Uruguay Round"; "U.S. Law Reform of Security
Interests in Personal Property" at Forum fur
Internationales Wirtschaftsrecht in Vienna, Austria;
"Developing International Legal Rules for Modern
Receivables Financing" as part of the Tilburg
Lectures sponsored by the Schoordijk Instituut in
Tilburg, The Netherlands, on "The Unification of
International Commercial Law through EC
Directives and International Conventions"; "Paving
the Way for Widespread Cross-Border
Securitizations" at an AIC Conference in Miami,
Florida, on "Latin American Securitization"; and
PETER WINSHIP AT THE
UNCITRAL WORKING

UNITED

GROUP

ON

NATIONS IN

NEW YORK THIS .JULY ATTENDING A

INTERNATIONAL

CONTRACT

PRACTICES.

WINSHIP

(LEFT) IS A MEMBER OF THE U.S. DELEGATION TO THE WORKING GROUP, WITH HIM ARE
MASAO IKEDA, REPRESENTATIVE FROM JAPAN, AND ALISON MCMILLAN, REPRESENTATIVE
FROM THE UNITED KINGDOM,

Cleo Thompson Sr.
Trustee Professor of Law: "As the World Turns:
Revisiting Rudolf Schlesinger's Study of the
Uniform Commercial Code 'In the Light of
Comparative Law'," 29 Loyola ofLos Angeles Law
Review 1143 (1996). Winship continues to lecture
PETER W1NSH1P,James

widely: "Contract Issues in the Single Sale of
Goods," at an ABA-ALI Course of Study in
Washington, D.C., on "International Trade Issues
for Specialists: Fitting the Square Pegs a Year after

"Effects of the U.N. Convention on Contracts for
the International Sale of Goods" at an American
Conference Institute program in Chicago, Illinois,
on "International Distribution of Goods."
Winship, who has been elected an associate
member of the International Academy of Comparative Law, has been invited by the Academy to be
the General Reporter on the subject of"assignment
of receivables in the world of modern finance," the
report to be presented at the Academy's next session
in Bristol, England, in August 1998. He has also
been nominated for membership in the International Academy of Commercial and Consumer
Law, membership of which is limited to 50
members worldwide.

Visiting Faculty
The law school is fortunate to be havingfive outstanding visiting/acuity members during the 1996-97 academic year.
Professors Gerry W. Beyer, Francis X. Beytagh, Richard Delgado, and William R Young will be in residence during
the spring 1997 semester. Professor Richard A. Bales will be teaching during both fall and spring semesters.
FRANCIS x. BEYTAGH, who will be in residence
as Distinguished Visiting Professor of Law, earned
his B.A. in 1956 from the University of Notre

Dame and hisJ.D. in 1963 from the University
of Michigan.
Professor Beytagh was editor-in-chief of the
Michigan Law Review and graduated as a member
of the Order of the Coif. From 1963 to 1964 he
was senior law clerk to ChiefJustice Earl Warren
of the U.S. Supreme Court, and from 1966 to 1970
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assistant to the U.S. Solicitor General. Professor
Beytagh has taught at Notre Dame Law School, the
University of Virginia Law School, the University
of Toledo College of Law, where he was dean from
1976 to 1983, the University of Michigan Law
School, and the University of Houston College
of Law. He is the author of Kauper and Beytagh,
Constitutional Law: Cases and Materials (5th ed.
1980, with supplements). Currently he is professor
oflaw at The Ohio State University College of

FACULTY

Visiting Faculty {continued)
Law, having served as its dean from 1985 to 1993.
In 1994 he held a Fulbright grant for research and
lecturing at Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland. His
book on Constitution a/ism in Contempomry Ireland:

GERRY

w.

BEYER,

who will be a Visiting

of 1996.

Professor of Law, has a B.A., 1976, from Eastern
Michigan University; a J.D., 1979, from Ohio State
University; and an LL.M., 1983, and aJ.S.D., 1990,
from the University of Illinois.
A member of the Order of the Coif, Professor

who will be Distinguished
Visiting Professor of Law during his time here, is
the James L. Dohr Professor of Law at Columbia
University, where he has taught since 1956. He

Beyer is on the faculty of St. Mary's University
School of Law where he has been honored as
Outstanding Faculty Member and received both
the Distinguished Faculty Award and Outstanding
Professor Award. He was a visiting professor at

An American Perspective was published in the spring

WILLIAM F. YOUNG,

earned his B.A. and LL.B. degrees from The
University ofTexas and taught at that university
from 1949 to 1956. He teaches in the fields of
contracts, creditors' and debtors' rights, insurance,
and secured transactions, and is the co-author of
Cases and Materials 011 Contracts (1995) and Cases
and Materials on the Law ifInsurance (1985).

will be the Visiting William
Hawley Atwell Professor of Constitutional Law.
RICHARD DELGADO

He is familiar with SMU School of Law, having
been an Atwell Lecturer in Constitutional Law
at the school in the spring of 1996.
Professor Delgado is the Charles Inglis
Thomson Professor of Law at the University of
Colorado, where he teaches civil rights, civil
procedure, and critical race theory. He earned his
A.B. (in mathematics and philosophy) from the
University ofWashington and his JD. from the
University of California, Berkeley. He has also
taught at the University of Wisconsin, UCLA,
The University ofWashington, Arizona State
University, and the University of California, Davis.
Professor Delgado is the author of six books, with
two more due this year and one forthcoming in
1997. One, The Rodrigo Chronicles: Conversations
about America and Race, was nominated for a 1996
Pulitzer Prize. The author also of more than 100
articles, Delgado is widely regarded as one of the
most significant thinkers amd writers in the
emerging area of critical race theory.
JEAN STEFANc1c, a research associate at the
University of Colorado School of Law and and co-

Boston College Law School in 1992-93 and at
the University of New Mexico School of Law in
1995. He is the author of many books, including,
most recently, Teaching Materials on Estate Planning
(1995) and Texas Wills and Estates: Cases and
Materials (2d ed. 1991), and co-author of Modern
Dictionary far the Legal Profession (1993). Professor
Beyer, an academic fellow of the American College
ofTrust and Estate Counsel, teaches in the fields

of wills and estates, trusts, estate planning, and
property.
RICHARD A. BALES

will be at the law school as

Visiting Assistant Professor of Law. He received his
B.A. from Trinity University in 1990 and his J.D.
from Cornell University in 1993. He is a member
of the Order of the Coif
Professor Bales practices in the employment and
labor law field with Baker & Hostetler in Houston
and is an adjunct professor at the University of
Houston Law Center. He has published numerous
law review articles on the subject of employment
litigation and arbitration. Bales is a member of
the ABA Committee on Arbitration and the Law
of Collective Bargaining and a member of the Texas
State Bar Disability Issues Committee, as well as
vice chair of the Texas Young Lawyers Association Committee for the Prevention of Domestic
Violence. He also is actively involved in the
Houston Area Women's Center and the Houston
Bar Association's Lawyers in Public Schools
program.

author of many of Delgado's books and articles, will
be in residence with her husband at the law school
as a senior research scholar.
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Lowe and Norton Receive
Authors' Awards
George W. Hutchison
Professor of Energy Law, received the 1996
Texas Bar Foundation Outstanding Law
Review Article award for "Defining the Royalty
Obligation," 49 SMU Law Review 223 (1996).
Lowe, who also won the award in 1988, receives a
OHN s. LOWE,

LOWE

commemorative plaque; the SMU Law Review
receives $1,000 from the Bar Foundation.
JOSEPH J. NoRTON,James

NORTON

L. Walsh Jr.

Distinguished Faculty Fellow in Financial Institutions and Professor of Law, received one of SMU's
four Godbey Lecture Series Authors' Awards for
his book Devising International Bank Supervisory
Standards, published in 199 5. The book is Norton's
Oxford University D. Phil. thesis.

A New Provostfor the University
MU President R. Gerald Turner has
appointed Ross c. MURFIN as the
University's provost and vice president
for academic affairs. Murfin comes to SMU from
his position as dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences at the University of Miami.
Murfin graduated with honors from Princeton
University in 1971. He received an M .A. in English
in 1972 and a Ph.D. with distinction in 1974 from
the University of Virginia, where he was a Virginia
Danforth Career Teaching Fellow. Before joining
the University of Miami's English Department in
1981 he taught at Yale University. He assumed the
deanship at Miami ten years later.
The author or editor of seven books in the field
of English literature, Murfin is an internationally
recognized scholar as well as an experienced
academic administrator. He is married to Pamela K.
Murfin, who holds a Ph.D. degree in reading and
learning disabilities. They have two grown children.

Norton Retires as Editor-in-Chief
ojThe International Lawyer
DAVIS AND HIS NEW DAUGHTER

Double Celebrationfor Davis
rofessor TIMOTHY

DAVIS

had an

exciting spring and has earned our
congratulations on two counts. On June 2,
1996, his wife Ida gave birth to their first child,
Adia Jordan. Only a couple of weeks before, at
the law school's graduation Hooding Ceremony,
Davis learned that he was the recipient of the
1995-96 Dr. Don M. Smart Teaching Award. The
award goes to the full-time faculty member voted
by the student body as the most effective classroom
instructor in the law school for the academic year.
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n 1986 Professor JOSEPH J. NORTON, with
then faculty member WERNER F. EBKE, was
instrumental in establishing SMU School of
Law as the editorial base of The I11tematio11al
Lawyer. Now, after ten years as editor-in-chief of

the journal, Norton has stepped down from the
position. The International Lawyer and its decade
of student editors is in Norton's debt for his service
to the journal.
Professor PETER WINSHIP replaces Norton as
editor-in-chief Ebke, now with the University of
Konstanz Faculty of Law in Germany, remains on
the editorial board as associate editor.

FACULTY

Bridge Coach of Willem C.
Vis International Commercial
Arbitration Moot
ILLIAM J. BRIDGE,

Associate

Professor of Law, accompanied
the SMU School of Law team of
NANEEN BADEN,
JULIA CHESTER

a third-year student, and

and

PETER ESSER,

both

second-year students, to Vienna, Austria, for the
1966 Willem C. Vis International Commercial
Arbitration Moot. They joined students from 38
law schools around the world, from countries as
widespread as Australia, Lapland, Hong Kong,
Turkey, Argentina, and Slovakia, for the five-day
competition. The student teams represented parties
in a hypothetical arbitration of an international
contract dispute. The arbitrators for the competition, also from across the world, are practicing
arbitrators, lawyers, and law professors with
experience in international commercial law. Among
them was SMU's Professor

PETER WINSHIP,

who

PROFESSORS WILLIAM BRIDGE (LEFT) AND PETER WINSHIP (RIGHT), IN VIENNA WITH THE LAW
SCHOOL'S WILLEM C, VIS INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION MOOT TEAM, MEET WITH SMU

was also a featured lecturer during the competition.
In four rounds of the moot arbitration, SMU's

GRADUATES FLORIAN W, ZEH, LL,M,(C&I) '94 (CENTER) AND MARK HOSSDORF, LL,M,(C&I) '94
(2D FROM LEFT), THE FIFTH MEMBER OF THE GROUP IS A COMPETITOR FROM COLOGNE, KAY-JANNES
WEGNER.

team faced teams from Mexico, Russia, Germany,
and Canada. They hope to be invited to return
next year.

Thornburg Succeeds Forrester
as Associate Dean
rofessor

ELIZABETH G. THORNBURG

has accepted the position of associate
dean for academic affairs, succeeding
Professor JULIA

P. FORRESTER,

who will be on

maternity leave for the fall semester. Julie and Mac
Forrester's second child, Stuart Thomas, was born
June 10, 1996. Five-year-old Emily says she is
happy to have a younger brother.
As associate dean for academic affairs
Thornburg will be responsible for curriculum
planning, scheduling, and student academic
concerns. She will also oversee the public service,
legal writing, and lawyering programs. In addition,
she will be the school's primary contact with the
adjunct faculty.

FORRESTER WITH STUART AND EMILY
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Career Services' Bastone
Visits with Employers
Across the Country
t the 25th Annual National Association for Law Placement
Conference in Palm Springs,
California, last May, SMU School of Law,
Duke University School of Law, Tulane
Law School, and The University ofTexas
School of Law sponsored a reception for
almost 100 legal employers. Assistant
Dean for Career Services ANTHONY L.

AMONG RECRUITING COORDINATORS PARTICULARLY INTERESTED IN TALKING WITH SMU ' S LAW

reports many valuable

SCHOOL GRADUATES ARE ( L - R) : KELLI DERRIG, WITH BULLIVANT , HOUSER , BAILEY, PEND ER GRASS

BASTONE 11

&

placement contacts for SMU graduates.

HOFFMAN, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON j SHARON ROGERSON, WITH BULLIVANT, HOUSER, BAILEY,

PENDERGRASS

&

&

HOFFMAN , PORTLAND , OREGON; SUSAN COLLIER , WITH HELLER EHRMAN WHITE

MCAULIFFE , SEATTLE , WASHINGTON; VICKI BRAMANTI , WITH O ' CONNOR , CAVANAGH, ANDERSON ,

WESTOVER, KILLINGSWORTH
GATES

&

&

BESHEARS, PHOENIX, ARIZONA : AND JANE PREECE , WITH PRESTON

ELLIS, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON.

TONY BASTONE MEETS WITH CAREER SERVICES COLLEAGUES AND LAW FIRM RECRUITERS , FRONT ROW (L- R) ; CARA
GARZA, WITH HUGHES

& LUCE, DALLASj TAMMY TREMONT, WITH GARDERE & WYNNE , DALLAS j NANCY LOUDEN,

PRESIDENT OF RECRUITING ADMINISTRATORS OF DALLAS AND DIRECTOR OF RECRUITING FOR VIAL, HAMILTON, KOCH
KNOX, DALLAS ; LAURA RICHARDSON , WITH THO M PSON

&

&

KNIGHT , OALLAS j TONY BASTONE . BACK ROW (L- R) ! ASSISTANT

DEAN GRAHAM SHERR, LOYOLA LAW SCHOOL , LOS ANGELESj ASSISTANT DEAN ROBEJ;T SMITH , DUKE UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAWj DENISE BROWN, WITH STRASBURGER

&

PRICE, DALLAS; ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF CAREER SERVICES

ROBIN POPIOVEK, TULANE UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW j ASSISTANT DEAN ANNETTE JONES , THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS
SCHOOL OF LAW ; AND ILENE JONES, WITH JENKENS
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Clinton, Hutchison, Politz, Glickman Deliver Law School
Annual Lectures
The School ofLaw was particularly honored this spring by the nationally known people who accepted invitations to
deliver the law school's four endowed lectures: First Lady
Ray Lecture); U.S. Senator
Judge of the Fifth Circuit

HILLARY RODHAM CLINTON

KAY BAILEY HUTCHISON

HENRY A. POLITZ

& McKenzie partner DAVID

G. GLICKMAN

(the 18th Annual Roy R.

(the 15th Annual Alfred P. Murrah Lecture); Chief

(the 7th Annual Judge Irving L. Goldberg Lecture); and Baker
(the 1996 Carrington Tax Policy Lecture).

HILLARY RODHAM CLINTON

"This is a real opportunity for me to reflect on what
a legal education and a career in the law has meant
in my own life," began Clinton. "It is also an
opportunity for me to think aloud about the ways a
career in the law can fulfill its most important
purpose. To be an instrument for promoting the
common good, a vehicle for making our society a
more just one for all of its citizens." In her speech,
Clinton focused on the Legal Services Corporation,
noting that its survival was in danger because of
congressional fund cutting. Yet, she pointed out, "at
the same time that the Legal Services Corporation
has been under a frontal assault, private law firms,
bar associations, and individual lawyers ... have
increased their own donations and pro bono hours."
On the broader implications of the survival of
the Legal Services Corporation, Clinton quoted
Roscoe Pound: "Law must be stable and yet it
cannot stand still." Pound meant, she explained,
"that the law must evolve with the times, offering
the security of permanence, the hope for change,
and new opportunities for us to use the law to the
benefit of the larger society." Indeed, Clinton said,

HILLARY RODHAM CLINTON DELIVERS THE 18TH ANNUAL ROY R, RAY LECTURE,

sustaining the Legal Services Corporation is
essential to "our society's fundamental commitment
to justice, to law, and to progress." For "a career in
the law should mean a life of service and a commitment to justice, whether it is in a legal aid office, or
in a classroom, or any other setting where lawyers
practice." We must, concluded Clinton, "remain
committed to the process ofliving up to our own
better natures and the values we espouse and the
promise of a better future."
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U.S. SENATOR KAY BAILEY HUTCHISON WITH SMU PRESIDENT R, GERALD

CHIEF JUDGE POLITZ (RIGHT) WITH COLLEAGUE U.S,

TURNER (LEFT) AND DEAN C. PAUL ROGERS Ill.

DISTRICT COURT JUDGE BAREFOOT SANDERS OF DALLAS ,

KAY BAILEY HUTCHISON

wishes against a national long-term responsibility to

As the subjects of her talk Hutchison selected three

protect vital and irreplaceable natural resources,

constitutional issues: the power to declare war,

Hutchison averred that "we must stand for private

private property rights, and states' rights. For, she

property rights ... if we are going to bring the

said, "I think we need to do more to study and more

balance and the perspective back into our country."

to correct the errant ways that we have gone in,
away from our founders' intentions."
In illustrating her point on the need to maintain

With regard to states' rights, Hutchison
commented: "We are trying to return ... power to
the state and local government." Using such

the constitutional division of powers to make war,

disparate examples as federal oversight of state

Hutchison contrasted President Bush's request for

prisons and federal regulation of state landfill sites,

congressional approval of Operation Desert Storm

Hutchison asked rhetorically, "Who better should

against Iraq and President Clinton's decision to send

know the people's needs in a state or local area than

troops into Bosnia without consulting Congress.

the people in the state or local area?" Looking at the

"If," she said, "we make a national commitment, it

problem from an historical perspective, Hutchison

should demand a national debate. Except for

asserted: "We need reform because government in

emergencies, I think it is most important that we

the 20th century has done exactly what the colonies

come back to the original intent of the founders of

in the 18th century feared. It has aggregated the

our country, which is that it should be very hard to

power to itself and imperiously decided that it

declare war."
Hutchison's example in discussing private
property rights was the Endangered Species Act.

knows best. It evades a basic guarantee of an
open society and becomes a bureaucracy without
a human face."

Noting that the Act "began as a sincere effort to
protect health and safety and beauty against the

HENRY

excesses of science and commerce," she commented

Politz was appointed to the U.S. Court of Appeals

A.

POLITZ

that "it ignores common sense that we can save

for the Fifth Circuit in 1979 and became its chief

Concho snakes and bait fish and spotted owls" by

judge in 1992. He is also at present a member of the

"tearing down private property rights and com-

Judicial Conference of the United States and its

merce." Not, she said, that she is against protecting

committee to review serious disciplinary actions

endangered species. But, in evaluating a personal or

involving federal judicial officers.

corporate right to do with private property as one

At the outset, Politz paid tribute to his late
colleague, Judge Goldberg: "Providence provided
that he ended up where he was supposed to be; did
the things he was supposed to do. With never any
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What cannot be captured in cold print is how
throughout his lecture Politz illustrated his points
with stories drawn from his Louisianian roots and
his long legal experience. To say that he is as fine a
raconteur as was Judge Irving Goldberg is to salute
them both.
DAVID G. GLICKMAN

Glickman, a partner in the tax section of Baker &
McKenzie, practices in the firm's Dallas and
Washington, D.C., offices. In the 1960s he was an
attorney in the chief counsel's office of the Internal
Revenue Service in Washington, D.C., and from
1981 to 1983 served as deputy assistant secretary for
DAVID GLICKMAN DELIVERS THE 1996 CARRINGTON TAX
POLICY LECTURE,

tax policy at the U.S. Department of the Treasury.
To open his remarks, Glickman proposed that
"equity, simplicity, efficiency, and administrability"

guile nor meanness towards anyone, he showed how
we ought to act towards each other. He applied the
law as it was, not as it might be popular. I shall miss
him."
Addressing his topic, "Federalism-Alive and
Well?," Politz reminded his audience that in 1787
the members of the Constitutional Convention
charged with writing the new United States
Constitution were largely in favor of taking power
away from the thirteen separate states and lodging it
in a central government. Today, he noted, we see a
180-degree change, with a general distrust of
central government and a desire to shift power back
to the states.
Then, tracing the history of the application of
federal laws to the states, Politz noted that "as the
country grew, the situation changed." Now the
Supreme Court wrestles with "evolving views of
what the central government should or should not
be doing." Increasingly, it struggles to interpret the
"original intent" of the framers of the Constitution-"what they planned, actually thought
about"-and how to accommodate today's realities
to the guiding vision of men 200 years ago.
Critical to the "unfolding and developing in this
country, with" as Politz put it, "the best form of
government the mind of man could put together,"
were the lawyers-"on the cutting edge of debate,
taking the lead, saying why this will make it better."
"Am I proud of our discipline, our profession?
Absolutely," said Politz. "Am I ashamed of wrong-

are the components of a perfect tax system. Yet, he
pointed out, simplicity and equity tend to fight
against each other. Further, pondered Glickman,
why do taxpayers have so much animosity toward
the system in place? Is it because they feel that the
IRS mistreats them, that it is too intrusive? Yet, to
be fair to the IRS, Glickman noted that it is in a
lose/lose situation. "If they don't raise money,
Congress is upset. If they do raise money, the
populace is upset." At the same time, "if the
perception of unfairness continues, the perception
becomes reality."
"What type of tax system should we have?,"
asked Glickman, then quoted Senator Russell
Long: "Don't tax you, don't tax me; ta,'C the guy
under the tree." More seriously, Glickman noted
that whatever system is proposed, be it a flat tax, a
value-added tax, a progressive tax, a consumption
tax, or an amalgam thereof, one must generate the
same amount of revenue as any other.
On politics and revision of the tax system,
Glickman commented that reelection becomes more
important than standing on principle. For, as he
quoted George Bernard Shaw: "The government
who robs Peter to pay Paul can count on the support
of Paul."
So what did Glickman propose? Reduce the tax
rate so that taxpayers would have less incentive to
cheat and introduce overall simplification (but with
the caveat that revenues must not decline). The
details he left to another time.

doers? Of course."
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Mexico's Ambassador to the
United States Visits the
Law School

Author Reviews Her Book
Strange Justice

he School of Law was honored by a visit
from His Excellency JESUS SILVAHERZOG, Mexican Ambassador to the
United States. He was escorted by the Consul
General of Mexico in Dallas, Lie. RAMON XILOTL
RAMIREZ. Ambassador Silva-Herzog spoke briefly
before mingling with the assembled guests.

JILL ABRAMSON, DEPUTY BUREAU CHIEF FOR THE
WASHINGTON BUREAU OF THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
AND CO•AUTHOR OF STRANGE JUSTICE: THE SELLING
OF CLARENCE THOMAS , SPOKE AT THE LAW SCHOOL ,
AN EVENT SPONSORED BY SMU WOMEN IN LAW AND
THE SCHOOL'S OFFICE OF CAREER SERVICES . ABRAMSON
(CENTER) WITH '9.6 GRADUATES ELIZABETH MILLER
{LEFT) AND SHARLA ADAMS.

Weil Gotshal & Manges LLP
Luncheon Lecture

WELCOME AMBASSADOR SILVA~HERZOG
TO THE RECEPTION,
ENJOYING THE RECEPTION WITH DEAN
PAUL ROGERS ARE LAW SCHOOL
GRADUATE ADELFA CALLEJO,

1

61

(CENTER) AND REBECCA GARZA
GREENAN, THE DIRECTOR
OF THE SCHOOL' S PUBLIC
SERVICE PROGRAM .

MORTON L, SUSMAN, '58 (LEFT) CHATS WITH PROFESSOR
ALAN BROMBERG PRIOR TO PARTICIPATING IN THE SECOND
OF THE TWO•PART WEIL GOTSHAL & MANGES LLP
LECTURE/LUNCHEON SERIES FOR 1996.
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Public Service Placements

Public Service Program

Domestic Violence 14.5%

embers of rhc C lass of1996 we.re lhc first
to b,;we to I llrfo rm 30 \i()urs of h1w-rclmed
public i;c rvicc ns a prerequisite for gradua-

Law-Related Education 14.4%

tion. Many went far beyond this requirement. In raw

Individual Rights 10.0%

numbers, 223 students performed 8207 hours oflaw-

Legal Services 9. 9%

related public service, or an average of36.80 hours
Assisting Pro Bono Attorneys 9.2%

per class member. But look beyond the average:
• MONA CHARON,

295 hours with the Asian Law

Estate Planning/Probate/Guardianship 8.3%

Alliance
• M. LEE BEAN,

Immigration 7.1%

207 hours with Law-Related

Education
• LISA HAINES,

Business/Consumer/Debtor 6.2% 202 hours with the Dallas Legal

Housing/Homelessness 4.9% -

Hospice and Law-Related Education
• KEVIN MCINTYRE,

128 hours with the Housing

Disability 3.7% -

Crisis Center and the Dallas Legal Hospice
Six other students-Luc1NDA

Criminal Defense 3.6% -

BoTOND,

Children's Issues 3.5% -

CRISTOPHER CROUCH, CYNTHIA DALEY,
KATHERINE DRISCOLL, EDWARD LASATER,
DREW SCHILLING-each

Employment Law 0.4%

devoted more than 50

I

Other4.3% -

hours to public service projects.

Pro Bono Attorney Assistance
Dallas. She knew that she must move if

s. L grew up in a poor neighborhood in

By then Ms. L had moved with Justice to an
apartment in north Dallas. She had in the past been

she were to give her two-year-old son,

employed at two Dallas firms and wanted desperately

Justice, a better environment in which to mature. In

to find herself another job. But she had no money for

the summer of 1995, out of work and on welfare, she

furnishings and cooking equipment, let alone clothes

sought legal aid to get child support from Justice's

suitable for job interviews. She needed much more

father, who had abandoned the family before Justice

than legal advice.

was born. Her case was taken pro bono by an attorney
with the Dallas firm of Gwinn & Roby, headed by
ROBERT A. GWINN,

'54, and

KAREN WOODWARD,

ROBERT R. ROBY,

'77.

'96, was clerking with

Gwinn & Roby that summer and became involved

A primary concern for Ms. L was to stabilize her
environment, for a court request for child support
could well result in a custody battle for Justice.
Woodward went to the law school's Barristers-and
providing Ms. L with the wherewithal to succeed

with Ms. L's case. Woodward had never before been

became a Barristers' service project. They asked

involved with someone so poor, someone who had

students and faculty for money, clothes, and furniture.

nothing except a determination to find a job and a

Woodward helped Ms. L put together a resume, and

safe place in which to shelter and raise her child-

she got a job at a temporary employment agency.

such basic needs and seemingly so out-of-reach. Yet
Woodward says that as soon as she met and talked

Woodward, the catalyst for these actions, says that
her reward was not only in helping Ms. L help herself

with Ms. L she knew she must help her because "she

but in seeing the transformation in Ms . L's self-esteem.

was doing everything she could to help herself."

Ms. L had a successful court appearance this summer,

The summer over, Woodward, now in her final

and Woodward, now an associate with Gwinn & Roby,

year as a law student, requested that she be allowed to

was with her. Because of Ms. L's determination and the

continue her pro bono work with Ms. L as fulfillment
of the school's public service requirement.

help that determination inspired, she looks to a better
future for herself and Justice.
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Law-Related Education
aw-related education is an important facet of
the bw school's public service program. Thanks
to the initiative of M. LEE BEAN, '96, a
former high school biology teacher, forty law students
visited ten elementary schools, one from each
geographic area within the Dallas Public Schools
system, during the 1995-96 academic year. Their
purpose was to introduce fifth graders, largely from
lower socio-economic levels, to the basics of the

The law-related curriculum included in the first
semester an overview of the Bill of Rights; the
American legal system; a discussion of how laws are
written; and a mock trial. In the second semester
types of crimes were considered with the aid of a
"crime tree." The roots of the tree represented the
causes of crime: poverty; lack of education; drugs.
The branches represented the different types of
crimes. The elementary students were quick to
realize that, as one put it, "if the roots are not
nourished, the tree won't grow." The children
learned the basics of contracts and the rights and
responsibilities inherent in freedom of expression.
Finally, the children learned about the alternative
dispute resolution mechanisms of negotiation and
mediation-that there are ways other than fighting

wi·+h

Se,\\

FIFTH GRADE LEGISLATORS GET STRAIGHT TO THE POINT-CONGRESSIONAL
AND STATE LAWMAKERS TAKE NOTE,

American legal system. The students, in pairs, made
ten visits, five in the fall and five in the spring,
spending 1 to 1 ½ hours in the classroom every other
week. Altogether, they were in twenty-five to thirty
classrooms, reaching 1,000 public school students.
Before entering the classroom, the students
attended a mandatory four-hour training session by
David Trevaskis, director of the Temple University
School of Law LEAP program, one of the earliest
law-related education programs in the country.
Teachers from the targeted schools also had the
option of a training session to prepare them for the
law students' involvement.
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and vandalism to resolve a problem.
For the fifth graders at the Cabell Elementary
School at Marsh Lane and LBJ Freeway in north
Dallas the culminating highlight of the fall semester
was a mock trial based on the events in The Lorax by
Dr. Seuss: "I am the Lorax. I speak for the trees. I
speak for the trees, for the trees have no tongues."
Focusing on the environmental issues raised by the
story, the students prepared for a civil trial. With the
help of their law student mentors, they read the
story; listed the laws being broken; identified
potential witnesses for both defense and prosecution;
and decided the role of each member of the group
and what each would say in that role.
Bean, one of the student partners teaching at
Cabell Elementary, invited REBECCA GARZA
GREENAN, director of the law school's Public
Service Program, to act as judge. At the trial, the
children selected a jury, put witnesses on the stand,
asked questions, and introduced pictures into
evidence. Despite much persuasive argument, the
final result appeared to be a hung jury. Greenan
therefore polled the jurors and concluded that each
had indeed carefully considered the prosecution and
defense arguments and decided that neither side had
proved its case.
This law-related education program is sponsored
by the Dallas Bar Association as well as by the
Dallas Public Schools and SMU School of Law,
with additional funding provided by Dr Pepper/
Cadbury and the Dallas Bar Foundation Fellows.
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The John C. Ford Debtor Assistance Program
study by the State Bar ofTexas indicates

neighborhood meetings in low-income areas of

that the legal assistance low-income

the community.

individuals most frequently need is in

NationsBank has provided The Ford Program
a one-year, rent-free lease in its NationsBank Oak

resolving personal financial problems. These
problems may include eviction proceedings, loss of
utility services, inability to budget or manage

CliffTower on South Zang Boulevard. Five satellite
"intake" centers are spread through lower-income

available cash, and disputes with creditors. Often

communities at the Martin Luther King Community

personal attempts to resolve these matters result in

Center, the Greater Dallas/Hispanic Chamber of

the loss of a job or a car essential for getting to a job,

Commerce, the 10th Street Historic Community

eviction, or the waiver of unknown rights.

Development Corporation, the West Dallas Multi-

With a magnitude of effort described by one of
her colleagues as "truly awesome," JACQUELINE
VARMA,

F.

'79, established The John C. Ford Debtor

Assistance Program to provide small business
owners and low- to moderate-income debtors with

Purpose Center, and the Santa Clara Catholic Church.
Since The Ford Program began full operations at the
beginning of 1996, some 75 to 80 attorneys have
provided more than $100,000 of free legal assistance
for low-income individuals in Dallas County. This

individual debt counseling, legal assistance, and

assistance has included debt counseling, free legal

follow-up services by experienced attorneys working

representation for more than 60 clients, and basic legal

pro bona with the help of trained student volunteers.

education and training for 100 low-income small

The only program in the area to focus on small

business owners and other community residents. In

business as well as consumers, its goal is not merely

addition, The Ford Program has assembled on-site

to provide legal assistance in times of immediate

teams of business management experts to help

financial crisis. As important, it educates individuals

revitalize small businesses in low- to moderate-income

on fiscal responsibility and legal rights and obliga-

areas of Dallas.

tions so as to prevent relapses.
Starting with a core group of experienced senior

SMU School of Law's Professor

FREDERICK C.

Moss became involved with The Ford Program when

bankruptcy attorneys, The Ford Program has

he was Associate Dean for Clinical Education. Now,

generated wide community support ranging from
businesses such as Price Waterhouse, NationsBank,

as the law school's representative on The Ford

J.C. Penney Co., EDS, and Frito-Lay, to community
service groups and agencies such as the DHA and

ideal fit with the law school's goal of encouraging its

Urban League, and the Consumer Credit Counsel-

service. Already, SMU law students have logged nearly

ing Service. This summer it became a part of the

70 public-service hours in the program. Discussions

Community Council of Greater Dallas.
As an integral part ofThe Ford Program,

Program's board of directors, he sees the program as an
students and graduates to commit themselves to public

are also under way within the faculty to further the
students' experience in the field by allowing them to

experienced attorneys serve as mentors to train law,

earn academic credit while working as externs with

business, and paralegal students. Further, the

bankruptcy judges and trustees.
Anyone interested in learning more about The Ford

program runs educational and training seminars and
workshops on basic business and consumer law in

Program can contact: The John C. Ford Debtor

cooperation with local churches, city agencies, and

Assistance Program, Inc., NationsBank OakCliff, 400

community centers. The Dallas Police Department,

S. Zang Boulevard, Suite 502, Dallas, TX 75208

an enthusiastic supporter, ha_s undertaken to

[phone: 214-783-2053; fax: 214-783-2040].

translate a specially written A Debtor's Rights and
Obligations Handbook into Spanish, Vietnamese, and
Cambodian. This handbook is free to clients served
by The Ford Program and to those who attend
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Cary M. Maguire Public
Service Scholarships

SOUTHERN METHOCIST U\'l\'ERSIT'i

wo of three public service scholarships
awarded by SMU's Maguire Center for
Ethics and Public Responsibility for the
summer of 1996 went to law students.
KIMBERLY R. LAFFERTY,

'96, received one of

these scholarships to enable her to continue her
work in the Criminal Clinic representing indigent
clients in criminal misdemeanor cases filed in Dallas
County. In addition to interviewing and counseling
clients, preparing for preliminary hearings and
trials, and respresenting clients before the court, she
followed through on an appeal she had filed for a
THE JOURNAL OF AIR LAW AND COMMERCE, THE INTERNATIONAL LAWYER, AND THE
SMU LAW REVIEW ASSOCIATION ONCE AGAIN HELD SUCCESSFUL SYMPOSIUMS THIS
YEAR, FOR THE JOURNAL OF AIR LAW AND COMMERCE, THIS ANNUAL SYMPOSIUM,
WHICH TRADITIONALLY COVERS A WIDE RANGE OF AIR LAW RELATED TOPICS, WAS ITS

clinic client in the spring. The appeal questioned a
court ruling that allowed the prosecutor to amend
its charges against Lafferty's client.

30TH, THE INTERNATIONAL LAWYER FOCUSED ON ASPECTS OF INTERNATIONAL
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFERS AND JOINT VENTURES, THE

5MU LAW REVIEW ASSOCIATION

JAIME BARRON

(2L) worked in Harlingen

with the South Texas Pro Bono Asylum Represen-

ADDRESSED A VARIETY OF SUBJECTS OF INTEREST TO CORPORATE COUNSEL,

tation Project. The project, sponsored by the

MONCRIEFFE

BEAN

1996 Ziegler Clinical
Fellowships
Ziegler Civil Liberties and Human

'96, in recognition of their outstanding skills

area of human rights and civil liberties. Over the
the bar, worked under the supervision of a faculty
member or supervising attorney on clinic cases
containing complex civil liberties and human rights
issues. The two gained litigation experience and
ensured active case coverage during the summer for
the clinic's civil rights docket.

1 9 9 6

and the American Immigration Lawyers Association, provides pro bona legal services to asylum
applicants detained in South Texas. A native of the

summer Moncrieffe and Bean, as they studied for

BRIEF

American Bar Association, the State Bar ofTexas,

region and fluent in Spanish, Barron helped to

and dedication to representing clinic clients in the

THE

BARRON

he SMU School of Law's Samuel E.
Defense Fund awarded summer fellowships to MARCIA MONCRIEFFE, '96, and M. LEE
BEAN,

LAFFERTY

complete asylum applications, develop documentation and legal memoranda, and prepare individual
applicants to testify at their hearings.

GRADUATES

Supreme Court of the
United States
i or the first time, SMU School of Law

, i,J

sponsored a group admission for its graduates to the Bar of the Supreme Court of the

United States in Washington, D.C. TERRY HENRY,
'87, moved the admission of the group. Chief Justice
William Rehnquist presided over the Court.
Following the ceremony the graduates, their
families, and friends enjoyed a private breakfast at the
Supreme Court at which they were joined by Justice
Anthony Kennedy. After the breakfast the graduates
and their guests received a tour of the Court.
Appearing in person were: WILLIAM JAMES
'91, Bethesda, Maryland; PAMELA
'86, Washington, D.C.; JAMES
MICHAEL BURTCH Ill, '73, Columbus, Ohio;
KENNETH MONROE JACKSON, '62, Nashville,
Tennessee; WILLIAM CHRISTIAN KAMENJARIN, '77,
Carlsbad, California. Sworn in by written motion were:
WILLIAM HARVEY BETTS, JR., '80, Brenham;
BIEDERMAN,

ANNE BONDELIE,

w.

'76, Dallas; JOHN
'86, Dallas; JACK CHANDLER
MYERS, '69, Dallas; MARY A. MCNULTY, '88, Dallas;
MARION M. PEACH, '78, Dallas; KAREN s.
PRECELLA, '91, Fort Worth.

MICHAEL

DUNAGAN,

KENNETH HORA NY,

ON THE STEPS OF THE U.S. SUPREME COURT:

FRONT, L·R, KENNETH

JACKSON, JAMES BURTCH Ill, ANNE BONDELIE, TERRY HENRY; BACK,
L·R, DEAN PAUL ROGERS, BILL KAMENJARIN, JIM BIEDERMAN,

GRADUATES AND THEIR GUESTS WITH U.S. SUPREME COURT JUSTICE ANTHONY KENNEDY (CENTER),
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Young Alumni Association Formed
I.any gTaduatcs h R11c ;1 kcd
ir is fin:dly he.re-the MU
School of Law Young J\lumni fuR1 ciati.on
he wait is tw,;.r!

for it and

1H>w

(YAA). YAA is currently open to SMU law graduates
from the classes of 1990 through 1996. I ts primary
purpose is to arrange social events for members. YAA
also plans to serve as a resource for those of its members
looking for opportunities to serve the law school and its
graduates through voluntary service to the local
community and the school. If you are a young alum,
watch for notices of future events.
The YAA kick-off party was held on Thursday,
April 11th, at Lulu's Bait Shack. The more than 250
graduates present were joined by Dean Paul Rogers
YAA STEERING COMMITTEE MEMBERS, L-R, AMY Lou RANEY YEAGER, TODD WELTY, TONI SCOTT
REED, STEVE YEAGER,

and Professors Chris Hanna, John Lowe, and Marc
Steinberg.

Young Alumni Association
Steering Committee
'94, co-chair

GEORGE SEAY,

WENDY BLIGHT,
MIKE ALESSIO,
DANA BROWN,

'91, co-chair

'95
'95

KIRSTEN CASTANEDA,

'94

'95
CONCHA, '95

MARK CLOUATRE,
KIRSTEN

JOHN CONWAY,
BRETT ENZOR,

'94

'94

'95

STEPHEN GONZALES,
STEVE GORDON,

'92

'94

MATT HENRY,

VICKI MARTIN,

'94

BETTY OSBORNE,
TONY PARSONS,

'92

'96

JONATHAN PERLMAN,
TONI SCOTT REED,

'92

'93

CARLEEN RICHARDS,

'92

LORI MURPHY SEGURA,
THE YAA's KICK-OFF PARTY CROWDS LULU'S BAIT SHACK.

LISA STEELE,
ALBERT TAN,

'91

'93

'93

ASHLEY WARREN,

'96

MARIA RUBERU WEIMANN,
TODD WELTY,

'91

'93

NEENA WIORA,

'90

SUSAN LEONARD WITTLIFF,

II

THE

BRIEF
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Reunion Weekend 1996
n March 29 & 30, 1996, the law school
held its second annual Reunion Weekend. More than 300 law graduates (and
their spouses and guests) from the classes of 1956,

Reunion Committees
1991

1961, 1966, 1971, 1976, 1981, 1985, 1986, and
1991 came back to the campus to celebrate. On
Friday, March 29th, graduates were invited to be
students again and to sit in on classes being taught
that day. That evening Dean Rogers hosted a
reception for all reunion graduates in the dean's

BRIGID DAVIS, FRANCES FAZIO, NANCY HORTON
BURKE, BETH HUNTER KLINE, LEE MICHAELS,
ALLISON MIKAN MCCLANAHAN, Boe MANTEUFFEL,
KATHLEEN MORRISROE, MIKE SAWICKI.

1986

suite in Storey Hall. On Saturday, March 30th,
members of the classes of 1976, 1981, 1985, 1986,
and 1991 participated in the first Reunion Weekend
Golf Outing at Twin Wells Golf Course. The
outing was organized by RANDALL DUKE, '85.
After golf, each of the reunion classes had its
individual class party at a location chosen by the
class reunion committee.
After months of planning by the class committees, the weekend was a huge success. Graduates
came from Arkansas, Arizona, California, Colo-

Christopher H. Hanna, Henry J. Lischer, Jr.,
Thomas Wm. Mayo, Joseph W. McKnight, and
Marc I. Steinberg, with Professors Emeriti Harvey
L. Davis and Lennart V. Larson and former Dean

JOHN HORANY, CHAIR, VICKI ALLEN, COIQUAUD
MARTINE, REGINA COOPER, SHANNON FOSTER, JILL
GIROIR, BRIGITTE GAWENDA KIMICHIK, JAMES G.
MUNISTERI, DAVID M. PYKE.

1985

RANDY DUKE, CHAIR, LISA DUFFEE, LAURA LANE
HAMBY, DALLAS SWAN, MICHAEL TRUNCALE.

1981

SHARON FREYTAG, CHAIR, ART HOGE, KEVIN LEVY,
SHARON MILLIANS, PETE RILEY, MARCIA WISE,

1976

rado, Connecticut, Kansas, Maryland, Missouri,
Minnesota, North Carolina, New Mexico, New
York, Ohio, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, Tennessee,
Virginia, Washington, D.C., and Wisconsin, and
from as far away as France, Italy, Germany, and
Norway.
Dean Rogers and faculty members Maureen N.
Armour, Alan R. Bromberg, Regis W. Campfield,

LORI MURPHY-SEGURA, CHAIR, ERIC ALLEN, CHRIS
ATWELL, DEBBIE BRANSCUM, NANCY CARPENTIER,

STEVE PALMER, CHAIR, DOUGLAS BECKER, JOHN W ,
BICKEL, WILLIAM BRATTON Ill, HON. NIKKI
DESHAZO, MARY ANN GARVEY, PAT STEVENSON
GREEK, JOHN HOWIE, STEVE NELSON, MICHAEL
SEAY.

1971

JOHN CUELLAR, CHAIR, W. LEE CARTER Ill, FRED
FOWLER, ALSON HEAD, JOHN JACKSON, RICHARD
PULLMAN, TIM VINEYARD.

1966

DAVID G, MCLANE, CHAIR, HON. JIM BARKLOW, JOHN
BAUER, GEORGE W. BRAMBLETT, JR., JACK H. DAVIS,
WILLIAM R. NEIL, HON, RAYMOND NOAH, ED

Charles Galvin, enjoyed renewing their acquaintance with former students.

PETERSON, MAURICE E. PURNELL, JR,, DONALD R.
SCOGGINS, HON, RALPH E. TAITE, HON, JOHN B.
TOLLE, DALE WOOTTON,

1961

LARRY LESH, CO-CHAIR, TIM REAMES, CO-CHAIR,
DANNY D. ECHOLS, BILL PAYNE, IRA WHITTENBERG,

1956

CLAUDE R. WILSON, JR., CHAIR, J, ROBERT DOBBS,
H. DAWSON FRENCH, LARRY GOLMAN, W.D.
MASTERSON, LOUIS WEBER, JR,, GERRY WREN.
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1956, THE CRESCENT CLUB

ABOVE RIGHT: BOB PACE, '56, AND
PROFESSOR EMERITUS HARVEY

DAVIS, '40

1961, ROYAL OAKS COUNTRY CLUB

RIGHT: SANDRA TILLEY, RICE TILLEY,

'61, DON WILLS, '61, SUE WILLS

Ill

THE

BRIEF
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1966, CITYPLACE

ABOVE: VICKI KESSLER, VICKY
FAVROT, LEO FAVROT, '66

LEFT: THE HON, RAYMOND NOAH,
'66, JOHN BICKLE, '66, FORMER
DEAN CHARLES 0, GALVIN
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1971, CASA ROSA RESTAURANTE

ABOVE RIGHT: E,J. BLOCK, '71, JOHN
CUELLAR,

1

71

1

MARTIN DONOVAN , '71

ARTHUR TRIBBLE, '71 , KNOX TYSON, '71

Ill

THE
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1976, HOME OF JOHN HOWIE, '76

ABOVE LEFT: JOHN BICKEL II, '76,
JOSEPHINE JENKINS MITCHELL, '76

ABOVE: STEVE PALMER, '76, EILEEN
HOWIE, JOHN HOWIE, '76

LEFT: MIKE SEAY, '76, TODD MEIER,
'76, STEVE PALMER, '76
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ANNUAL REUNION WEEKEND
GOLF TOURNAMENT AT TWIN
WELLS GOLF COURSE:
FRONT, L·R , BENNET WHITE , '85,
KEVIN PARKE, '85; BACK, L·R,
CHARLES HAMILTON, '85,
JIM CHADWICK, '85

ABOVE RIGHT: MEMBERS OF
THE CLASS OF 1985, SAMMONS
CENTER FOR THE ARTS

CLASSOF1986,SAMMONS
CENTER FOR THE ARTS

RIGHT: LISA GREENWOOD

DUFFEE, '85, JANE MATOESIAN ,
'85, ELIZABETH TYRELL, '85

.J

Ill

THE

BRIEF
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OF 1991, OLD CITY PARK

TOP RIGHT: MELANIE STAPP , '91 ,
PAULA BEASLEY , ' 91

1

KEITH BEASLEY

ABOVE : LEE MICHAELS , ' 91, ERIKA
ALLEN, PAUL MICHAELS, ERIC
ALLEN 1 '91, DEBBIE BRANSCUM, '91

WILL I AM CALLAGHAN ,

1

91, DR ,

ROGER STANLEY JOHNSON. '91,
CAROLYN BROWN, '91 , DEBORAH
SHERA - DAL CIN, '91, PAMELA
EVERS , ' 91

LEFT : INTERNATIONAL GRADUATES
MARIA LANCRI, LL.M. ( C&I) ' 91
(FRANCE), MARTINE COIQUAUD,

LL . M . ( C&I) '86 (FRANCE),
WOLFGANG MEYER-HOFFMAN ,

LL , M , ( C&I) ' 86 (GERMANY)
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Graduate News
57

REUNION CLASS, MARCH 21-22, 1997

s. CHANTILls, Dallas, has published
"Mediation U.S.A.," 26 University ofMemphis
Law Review 1031 (1996).
MARSHALL J. DOKE, JR., has become a
partner with Gardere & Wynne, Dallas.
HENRY R. Nuss 111, Kleberg &Head,
Corpus Christi, has been elected 1996 vicepresident of the Texas Association of Bank
Counsel.

71

PETER

S9

Deaths
61

'42

J,L. BIANCHI,

March 3, 1996
RAYMOND W. WEBER,
JOHN LUKER,

'43
62

'45

63

'48

LEONARD R, MURPH,

'49

August 3, 1995
P. MITCHELL KELLY,
F. LEE LAWRENCE,

REUNION CLASS, MARCH 21-22, 1997

73

has joined Vial, Hamilton,
Koch &Knox, Dallas, as a partner. WILLIAM
D. ELLIOTT has become a director of Kane,

74

is a principal in

the new firm ofBatjer & Wagstaff, Abilene.
ALLAN HOWETH, Cantey & Hanger, Fort
Worth, was listed in the "Who's Who in Law"
section of Fort Worth's The B11si11ess Press.

June 4, 1996
W. KING HALL,

on state property taxes.
72

REUNION CLASS, MARCH 21-22, 1997
ROBERT J. BATJER, JR,,

64

'49

JOHN CUELLAR, an executive with El Chico
restaurants in Dallas, has been appointed by
Texas Governor Bush to advise the governor

DREW N. BAGOT

Russell, Coleman & Logan, Dallas.
w. ASHBY has become associate
general counsel of Conoco in Houston. MARK
ELLISTON, Horton Elliston, Dallas, has
become a member of the College of the State
JERRY

Bar ofTexas. JEFF KINSEL, Cantey &
Hanger, Fort Worth, has been elected a
director of the Texas Association of Defense
Counsel. KENNETH E. LABOWITZ, Young,
Goldman & Van Beek, Alexandria, Virginia,

RICHARD M. HULL has become a partner
with Gardere & Wynne, Dallas.

'50

July 10, 1996
RANDOLPH E. SCOTT,

'53

March 2, 1996
ERNEST E. MARLATT,

'53

March 3, 1996
0, JAY FLOYD,

'56

January 12, 1996

Nuss

'57

ARTHUR C, FLINDERS,
JACK L, COKE, JR,,

67

'67

'69

Texas; he was honored for his contributions in
mediation and negotiation skills. A. JOHN
HARPER II, Fulbright &Jaworski, Houston,
has been named a founding fellow and

w.

KENT,

LL.M. '77

January 28, 1994
MARK R. RANDALL,

'83

May 27, 1996
BUCK JIM WYNNE Ill,

68

'84

June 26, 1996

70

JULIE CLYMER MEEHAN,

'90

April 4, 1995

governor of the College of Labor and Employment Lawyers.
JIM BURNHAM, Dallas, is the 1996 president
of the Dallas Bar Association .
CHARLES N. CURRY has become partner-inresidence at Fort Worth's Shannon, Gracey,
Ratliff & Miller's new office in Euless.
RICHARD B. GOODNER has joined Looper,
Reed, Mark & McGraw, Dallas.

FLETCHER

was a co-recipient of the 1995 WhitmanWalker Clinic of Northern Virginia Public
Service Award for his commitment to the fight

REUNION CLASS, MARCH 21-22, 1997

Dallas, received a
special achievement award in continuing legal
education from the College of the State Bar of

December 6, 1995
ALEXANDER

ALTON

CHARLES F. GUITTARD,

December 1, 1995
THOMAS DALE,

HULL

75

against HIV/AIDS in the Washington
metropolitan area.
The Honorable KENNETH L. BUETTNER,
formerly ofMcAfee & Taft, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma, has been appointed by Oklahoma
Governor Keating to a seat on the Oklahoma
Court of Appeals. JEFFREY c. LONDA has

76

joined Ogletree, Deakins, Nash, Smoak &
Stewart as managing shareholder of its new
Houston office.
BARBARA LYNN, Carrington, Coleman,
Sloman & Blumenthal, Dallas, has been
selected a 1996 nominating chair for the
Fellows of the Texas Bar Foundation. STEVEN
D. NELSON has joined Faulkner Construction
Company, Austin, as CEO. THOMAS H.
OWEN, JR., has become vice president-law
of Resources, Inc., Houston.

m
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LOUISE

B,

RAGGIO,

'52

LOUISE RAGGIO, WHO RECEIVED THE SMU
DISTINGUISHED LAW ALUMNA AWARD IN
1992, WAS HONORED THIS SPRING WITH AN
HONORARY LL.D. FROM SOUTHERN METHODIST UNIVERSITY. HER CITATION READ: "THE
ONLY WOMAN TO GRADUATE FROM SMU'S
LAW SCHOOL IN 1952, LOUISE BALLERSTEDT
RAGGIO THEN WORKED AS DALLAS'S FIRST
FEMALE PROSECUTOR. THROUGHOUT HER
DISTINGUISHED LEGAL CAREER SHE HAS
BEEN A SHREWD ADVOCATE FOR THE RIGHTS
AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF ALL PEOPLE
UNDER THE LAW. THE FIRST WOMAN
ELECTED TO THE TEXAS BAR FOUNDATION'S
BOARD OF TRUSTEES IN 1 979, SHE RECEIVED THE TEXAS BAR ASSOCIATION'S
PRESIDENT'S AWARD IN 1987. IT IS NOT
ONLY BECAUSE SHE IS ACKNOWLEDC.,ED AS A
'FIRST,' HOWEVER, THAT WE HONOR HER: IT
IS BECAUSE OF HER NOTABLE ACCOMPLISHMENTS ON
BEHALF OF WOMEN AND FAMILIES-AND THEREFORE
ON BEHALF OF ALL. LOUISE RAGGIO WAS INSTRUMEN77

REUNION CLASS, MARCH 21-22, 1997
TAL IN THE REVISION OF RESTRICTIVE LAWS AFFECTING

Ray, Todaro &Alton,
Columbus, Ohio, has been inducted as a

JOHN M. ALTON,

WOMEN AND IN THE PASSAGE OF THE MARITAL PROPERTY ACT OF 1967, WHICH FOR THE FIRST TIME

member of the American Board of Trial
Advocates. CATHERINE CRIER, ABC News
correspondent, was a 1996 award recipient and
the featured speaker at a Femmes du Monde
dinner sponsored by the Dallas Council on
World Affairs. RICHARD INGHAM, Legal

ALLOWED MARRIED WOMEN IN TEXAS TO BUY OR SELL
PROPERTY OR HAVE CREDIT IN THEIR OWN NAMES.
WORKING WITH SMU PROFESSOR JOSEPH MCKNIGHT,
LOUISE RAGGIO CREATED THE FIRST FULLY CODIFIED
SET OF FAMILY LAWS IN THE WORLD-THE TEXAS
FAMILY CODE. FOR HER LEADERSHIP IN ADVANCING

Services Developer, Aging Services Division,
Oklahoma Department of Human Services,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, is 1996 chair-elect
of the National Association of Legal Services
Developers. LINN H. McCAIN has joined
Ornda Health Corporation, Nashville,
Tennessee, as vice-president and assistant

WOMEN'S RIGHTS AND OUR NATION'S LAWS, SMU IS
PROUD TO AWARD LOUISE BALLERSTEDT RAGGIO THE
DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF LAWS, HONOR/5 CAUSA."

general counsel.
78

79

senior partner of
Fletcher & Springer, Dallas, has opened an
Austin office.
DOUGLAS FLETCHER,

IRENE L. HosFORD, Hosford & Tindall,
Dallas, has been elected 1996 directorNational Network of Commercial Real Estate
Women. R. BROH LANDSMAN has joined
Whalen & Firestone, Seattle, Washington.
KEVIN THOMASON, Rohde, Thomason &
Bailey, Dallas, has been named chair of the

81

Pass-Through Entities and Real Estate Tax
Committee of the Section ofTaxation of the
State Bar ofTexas.
The Honorable WANDA McKEE FOWLER is
a judge on the 14th District Court of Appeals
in Houston. MARIANNE PIEPENBURG has
joined SMU's central development office as
director of development operations. LouIsE
ELLEN TEITZ, Associate Professor of Law at
Roger Williams University School of Law, has
published Transnational Litigation.
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CHARLES

P.

STOREY,

LL.M.

Graduate News {continued)

'52

CHARLES STOREY WAS THE RECIPIENT OF THE DALLAS

become a partner with Jones, Day, Reavis &

LAWYERS AUXILIARY 1996 JUSTINIAN AWARD. THE

Pogue, Dallas.

ANNUAL AWARD HONORS A DALLAS BAR ASSOCIATION
MEMBER FOR NOTABLE AND LONG-TERM VOLUNTEER

Arling-

dispute resolution specialist of the Department

SERVICE TO THE DALLAS COMMUNITY. STOREY, SENIOR

of the Navy.

COUNSEL WITH STOREY, ARMSTRONG, STEGER & MARTIN,

84

DALLAS, IS A FELLOW OF THE AMERICAN

VIRGINIA H. HOWARD

has become an

assistant U.S. attorney with the U.S. Attorney's

COLLEGE OF TRIAL LAWYERS. A FORMER

Office, Fort Worth.

PRESIDENT OF THE OBA, HE HAS ALSO

KIRTE M, KINSER

has

joined Liddell, Sapp, Zivley, Hill & LaBoon,

BEEN A DIRECTOR OF THE STATE BAR OF

Dallas, as a partner.

TEXAS; CHAIR (FROM 1980 TO 1990) OF

JENNIFER LEA WISE,

Sommer, Fox, Udall, Othmer, Hardwick &

THE SOUTHWESTERN LEGAL FOUNDATION;

Wise, Santa Fe, New Mexico, is chair-elect of

AND PRESIDENT OF THE DALLAS INN OF

the Real Property, Probate and Trust Section

COURT.

of the New Mexico State Bar.

STOREY'S CONTRIBUTIONS TO DALLAS'S

85

CIVIC LIFE INCLUDE TERMS AS PRESIDENT
OF THE

MARK O. WILKOFF,

ton, Virginia, has been appointed deputy

BRAD GAHM

Dallas.

YMCA OF METROPOLITAN DALLAS,

has joined Cozen & O'Connor,

RANDY Ju RGENSMEYER

has joined

Vinson & Elkins, Dallas, as a partner.

THE CHILDREN'S DEVELOPMENT CENTER, THE GREATER
MARTIN,
DALLAS COUNCIL OF CHURCHES, AND THE DALLAS DAY

College of the State Bar ofTexas.

NURSERY ASSOCIATION. IN ADDITION, HE HAS SERVED AS
KIM PARK
A TRUSTEE OR DIRECTOR OF, AMONG MANY ORGANIZA-

Dallas.

TIONS, THE HILLCREST FOUNDATION, DALLAS COUNCIL

EDWIN

Dallas, has become a member of the
PRISCILLA

has opened a solo practice in

CLAUDIA Kl HANO PARKER

has

joined Corey, Croudace, Dietrich & Dragun,

ON WORLD AFFAIRS, THE SALVATION ARMY, DALLAS

Irvine, California.

SERVICES TO THE BLIND, THE UNITED WAY, THE FAMILY

JAMES s. TSANG

has been

elected a partner with Perkins Coie, Hong

GUIDANCE CENTER, AND DALLAS SOCIETY FOR

Kong. JAMES w. WALKER has joined Cozen
& O'Connor, Dallas. CAROL A. WILSON has

CRIPPLED CHILDREN.
CHARLES STOREY, AN ELDER OF THE CENTRAL

opened a solo practice in Dallas; she is also of

CHRISTIAN CHURCH, IS THE SON OF ROBERT G. STOREY,

counsel to Siebman & Siebman, Sherman.

DEAN OF SMU SCHOOL OF LAW FROM 1947 TO 1959,

Correction:

FOR WHOM STOREY HALL IS NAMED.

JOE A. TURANO

was misidentified

in the Spring 1996 issue of The Quad. He is a
partner with Strasburger & Price, Dallas.
86

82
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JULIE L. BLoss,

Annuity Board of the

BILEK

Southern Baptist Convention, Dallas, has been
elected to the governing council of the

CREUZOT

MEARS,

JOHN

EDWARD s. HUBBARD

is

THOMAS H. KEEN

has become a partner with Caolo, Bell &
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JAMES E. O'BANNON

has

has joined Morgan Keegan &

member of the firm's Housing Finance Group.
(also M.C.L. '84) is a tax

attorney with the law firm of Kim & Chang in
TAMMY DALEY WALSTON,

Fina Oil and Chemical Company, Dallas, has
been promoted to senior attorney in the legal
department.

has

MARK O'C.

Company, Dallas, as first vice president and a

Seoul, Korea.

president of the new firm of Nicholas, Grant

Nunnally, Dallas.

BARRY D. JOHNSON

STEFAN MOLLER

has opened a solo practice

& Hubbard, Houston.

Pogue, Dallas.

O'BRIEN

Bar Association for a two-year term.
in Dallas.

SALLY L. CRAWFORD

& Frappies, Dallas, as a partner.

Haynes and Boone, Dallas, has been

BARBARA CLAY

Eidman, Houston.

RONA

elected Texas co-president of the Texas-Mexico
83

THOMAS E.

is a principal in Hoeffner Bilek &

joined Barrett, Burke, Wilson, Castle, Deffin

won re-election to Dallas's

Criminal District Court No. 4.

is counsel to Perot

has become a partner in Jones, Day, Reavis &

International Society of Certified Employee
Benefit Specialists. The Honorable

CHARLES N. BELL

Systems Corporation, Dallas.

